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Summary

Docker has been one of the most widely used DevOps tools in the last decade, enabling
fast development of personalized services. Indeed, the common practice is to reuse already
available containers and customize them based on the developer’s needs. DockerHub is the
leading platform for uploading and downloading Docker containers. Unfortunately, reusing
code and infrastructure exposes developers to security and privacy threats, as the original
developer might have had malicious intent to collect sensitive data or create backdoors in a
victim’s system. The existing literature has raised concerns about this security and privacy
threats, and performed a mass vulnerability scans of Docker images. However, currently ex-
isting studies are mostly based on static analysis, which has been proved to be insufficient for
a complete security assessment.

In this thesis we present a novel framework for the en-masse identification of vulnerabilities
in Docker Containers. Additionally, as part of the framework, we document and implement a
component which sorts and downloads images based on their popularity, which improves on
the current fuzzy-search based state-of-the-art. Using this framework we found vulnerabili-
ties in 2.44% of the containers we scanned. The framework also succeeded in finding novel
vulnerabilities, resulting in two new reserved CVE numbers in the social network software
Friendica.
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1
Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction to the thesis. In Section 1.1 we will discuss the growing
relevance of Docker and its ecosystem. In Section 1.2 we will go over the subject of the thesis
more precisely and outline some research goals for the rest of the work. Finally, in Section 1.3
we will discuss the structure of the rest of the thesis.

1.1. Background and Relevance
Docker is a platform for application containerization that is increasingly beloved by the devel-
opment world. Since its development in 2013, it has been used by companies and hobbyists
alike to develop, deploy, and ship applications seamlessly. Its logo, a friendly whale, has be-
come almost synonymous with reproducible software and the end of the famous programmer
maxim, “It works on my machine”.

Docker has been growing in popularity since its creation. According to the Docker Index [1],
2021 has shown increased adoption in the ranks of developers. According to this index, the
biggest platform for storing and distributing Docker images, Docker Hub has had 310 billion
pulls in 2021, spread over 8.3 million repositories by 7.3 million users.

Docker’s popularity, however, attracts all sorts of malicious actors. For instance, in June
2018, a report was published that found that seventeen malicious Docker images had made
cryptojackers $90,000 in 30 days [2]. To some extent, for an average end user, there is no
more reason to trust a Docker image than there is to trust any other piece of code on the
internet. Therefore, it is important that we carefully analyze the security risks of running Docker
containers and minimize the malicious containers that are out in the wild. Docker has been
trying to contribute to this goal by recently developing Docker Scout[3], a tool which is currently
in Early Access.

1



1.2. Subject and Objectives 2

1.2. Subject and Objectives
In this thesis, we aim to survey the state of Docker security on the internet. To this end, we
conduct a study of Docker images on Docker Hub, the world’s largest free to use repository
for Docker images. Importantly, we employ novel techniques for the mass analysis of Docker
images, namely dynamic analysis as opposed to the current state of the art, which is primarily
static analysis.

To better clarify the research questions, in this paragraph we will introduce the core con-
cepts that the thesis is concerned with. Static Analysis is a set of techniques used in de-
bugging that involve analyzing the source code of a program or system, and is also known
as white-box testings. Dynamic Analysis, on the other hand, focuses on analyzing a pro-
gram’s actual running behavior without knowing anything about the source code (also known
as black-box testing). In this thesis, we aim to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: How applicable and useful is dynamic analysis for finding vulnerabilities in Docker con-
tainers?

RQ2: Howdoes static analysis compare to dynamic analysis for finding vulnerabilities in Docker
containers?

To answer these questions, we created an automated pipeline that aggregates and down-
loads popular Docker images, runs them in a controlled environment and scans them for vul-
nerabilities using dynamic analysis. The framework for image aggregation and the results on
the utility of dynamic analysis are the main contributions of this thesis. We also compare the
efficacy of dynamic analysis to that of static analysis.

1.3. Structure
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we go over the existing literature
in the field of Docker vulnerability analysis. In Chapter 3 we take a deep dive into Docker’s
ecosystem and architecture, which will help with understanding Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The
latter two sections talk about the motivating scenarios and the experimental framework we use
for this thesis. In Chapter 6 we present the results we obtained from our study. In Chapter 7
and Chapter 8 we conclude our thesis and discuss future improvements that can be made to
our work.



2
Literature Review

In this chapter, we present the existing literature in the field of automated vulnerability de-
tection of Docker images. In particular, in Section 2.1 we talk about the paper that inspired
this master’s thesis, and how it affected the design decisions we made. In Section 2.2 we
explore a couple of papers that use static analysis to discover vulnerabilities in web services,
and more specifically, Docker containers. In Section 2.3 we discuss dynamic analysis as a
solution for automatically finding vulnerabilities, and how much it has been applied until now.
In Section 2.4 we investigate the state-of-the-art in mass scanning of Docker images and how
it has been done so far in the literature, as that is also a focal point of our research. At the
end, in Section 2.5 we formulate the knowledge gaps that we found in the literature.

2.1. Motivating Paper
The paper that sparked the idea for this thesis was called AmazonIA: When Elasticity Snaps
Back [4]. The paper talks about automatically scanning Amazon Machine Images1 for Per-
sonally Identifying Information (PII), focusing on the Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). In the
paper, the authors set up a scanning pipeline which automatically pulls and instantiates Ama-
zon Machine Images, starting with the most popular. These are statically scanned for public
and private keys, personal information, .git directories containing proprietary code, amongst
other things.

The parts that heavily influenced this thesis were mostly related to the mass scanning of
images. Even if we are using Docker, the actual process is different, but the pipeline stays
conceptually the same (and can even be parallelized, which is something the authors also
demonstrate in their paper).

1Amazon Machine Images, or AMIs, are similar in purpose to Docker Images in that they provide developers
with a means of quickly developing and deploying isolated applications.

3
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The results that they find are very interesting: 46% of images they scanned have SSH
backdoors in the US-East-1 area, and 16% do in the EU-West-1 area. They were also able to
retrieve a lot of information about the publishers of the images, AWS API keys, SSH private
keys, etcetera. Another problem they identified is that in the Japan region, 23% of AMIs have
non-unique private/public SSH key pairs.

Since its release, the paper has led to the publication of guidelines about AMI security
instantiated by Amazon, as well as better scanning tools for the detection of PII or other security
threats in the open.

The study was very interesting to us, albeit a bit dated, as it was published in 2011. It
motivated us to see if the issue of automatically finding vulnerabilities and private information
on the cloud is still relevant today. To make the study more relevant and current, we decided
to use Docker containers instead of Amazon AMIs, as those are more widely in use today2.

2.2. Static Analysis of Docker Images
The bulk of the research in the field of automated vulnerability discovery in Docker containers
(as well as the starting point of our literature review) was static analysis [5], [6], [7]. Static
analysis is the analysis of computer programs without actually running them [8]. The term
static analysis usually refers to analysis that is being done by an automated tool, as opposed
to a human (in that case, it is called code comprehension [9]).

In the field of Docker container automated vulnerability analysis, several studies have been
carried out that investigate static analysis’ applicability. The first of which is “A Study of Security
Vulnerabilities on Docker Hub” [5]. In this paper published at CODASPY in 2017, the authors
create a framework for applying static analysis to images on Docker Hub called DIVA (Docker
Image Vulnerability Analysis). As a static analysis tool, they use Clair [10].

Clair is an application for parsing image contents and reporting vulnerabilities relating to
said contents. Internally, it uses something called an indexer, which is responsible for finding
out details about the container such as what packages exist in the image, what distribution
the image is derived from, and what package repositories are used within the image. This
information, once compiled, persists in an IndexReport. These IndexReports are then re-used
between layers and even between images to increase the efficiency of the scanning.

The authors of the paper perform a study scanning 356,218 images, which they retrieve
from Docker Hub using an approach similar to a study of vulnerable applications on Google
Play (keyboard fuzzing, which we will talk more about in [11]). The authors find that the av-
erage image on Docker Hub, regardless of its labels (official or community) has around 180
vulnerabilities.

Another article we found interesting in our review of the state of the art was published in
ESORICS 2020, and is named “Understanding the Security Risks of Docker Hub” [6], where

2Amazon AMIs can only be run on Amazon infrastructure, while Docker Images can be run on any machine,
which contributes to their popularity
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they collect images off of Docker Hub again, and use Anchore [12]. Anchore is another con-
tainer analysis tool. It differs from Clair and other static analysis tools mostly in the fact that it
is a container certification and inspection platform rather than a scanning tool.

What is interesting about their study is that they try to prune the number of dependencies
that they scan in each Docker container (to make everything more efficient). In total, from
their study of 2,227,244 images, they find 334 CVEs (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures),
which on average take about 180 days to fix. Additionally, they uncover 42 malicious images
that exhibit suspicious behavior according to the virus scanner they employ (VirusTotal API).
They also try to leverage some dynamic analysis techniques, but we will talk more about that
in Section 2.3.

To conclude with, there are two more works that are interesting in the same vein. The
first one is called ZeroDVS[13], and what it does very interestingly is that it looks in depth at
vulnerability propagation in time. Since Docker images can be based off of other, older Docker
images, it makes sense to investigate whether vulnerabilities get “inherited”. The final work
which we would like to briefly mention is “Vulnerability Analysis of 2500 images” [7], which
follows a similar principle as all the other works in this section but provides nice visualizations
of its results, broken down by image category on DockerHub.

2.3. Dynamic Analysis of Docker Images
These are scary numbers - static analysis paints a dire picture of the vulnerabilities present
in the Docker containers on Docker Hub. We thought that, perhaps, looking at other types
of analysis is useful in determining whether this picture is accurate or not. This is when we
started investigating Dynamic Analysis, a technique that involves interrogating a system while
running, not merely scanning its files.

As opposed to static analysis, where we generally have access to the source code and
Dockerfiles of the Docker container, we do not know much about the container when applying
dynamic analysis to it (black-box testing). This turned out to be a far less researched area of
study, the main reason given for this being that dynamic analysis takes a lot of time (compara-
tively to static analysis), which makes it infeasible to conduct large scale analyses on platforms
like DockerHub. That being said, there are still several works we would like to discuss under
Dynamic Analysis.

The first of them is, again, “Understanding the Security Risks of Docker Hub” which we
talked about in Section 2.2. In the paper, the authors also use the virus scanner VirusTotal to
check the Docker images for suspicious executables. Afterwards, they run these suspicious
executables and check them for malicious behavior. This is an interesting starting point, but
they still do not dynamically analyze the behavior of the whole image.

Another paper that briefly touches dynamic analysis is “A Framework for Securing Docker
Images”. They talk a lot about using Anchore for static analysis, and discuss using dynamic
analysis tools to gauge the vulnerability level of four Docker images. In the paper, it is some-
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Table 2.1: Summary of the Literature Study.

Name of Paper Authors About Docker DAST3 Mass Analysis PII4

A Study of Security Vulnerabilities on Docker Hub Shu et al.
AmazonIA: When Elasticity Snaps Back Bugiel et al.

Vulnerability Analysis of 2500 Docker Hub Images Wist et al.
Docker Container Security in Cloud Computing Brady et al.

This Thesis us ?

what muddy what they mean by dynamic analysis and what kind of tools they applied except
for Anchore [14].

At this point, we realized we should be moving towards emulating the more realistic sce-
nario of an attacker breaking into a container and then using it to take control of the host. To
that end, we found Vranken’s work very useful [15]. The author identifies the weak points in a
Docker container and tries to find tools to automate Docker penetration testing, coming to the
unfortunate conclusion that there is no one silver bullet, no real tool that fulfills all requirements.
Out of these, ‘Break out of the Box’ and Metasploit (possibly automated using something like
Armitage) seem to be the most interesting.

2.4. Mass Analysis of Docker Images
We were also interested in how to search for images on DockerHub, how to aggregate them
and how to apply promising tools we chose on them. To this end, we found “A Study of Vul-
nerabilities in Docker Hub” [5] to be helpful again. We drew inspiration from its data collection
framework (which we eventually moved away from, but it was an important learning step),
which in turn was inspired by “A Measurement Study of Google Play” [11].

Many of the papers mentioned in Section 2.2 already do some amount of data aggregation,
but we were interested in applying all of those techniques to dynamic analysis.

2.5. Knowledge Gap
As far as we could find, there are few to no studies exploring the utility and applicability of
dynamic analysis on Docker containers, with the end goal of vulnerability discovery. We de-
cided to try to explore this niche. An overview of the literature study can be found in Table 2.1.
For the summary, we decided to pick a subset of representative works which illustrate the
knowledge gap.

3Dynamic Application Security Testing
4Personal Identifying Information



3
The Docker Ecosystem

In this chapter, we will go into detail on some concepts on Docker that will prove useful in
understanding the rest of the thesis, most specifically, the threat model. The contents of this
chapter can be skipped if the reader is very familliar with Docker. In Section 3.1, we will briefly
discuss the history of Docker containers and how they build on other existing containerization
technologies, namely LXC. In Section 3.2, we will go over the benefits of using Docker con-
tainers in order to better understand why they are so widely used. In Section 3.4, we will talk
about what exactly it is that happens on a Docker host machine to ensure that Docker contain-
ers can run successfully: these parts include Service Discovery, Networking, Scheduling and
Orchestration. In the final part of this chapter, Section 3.5, we will introduce one of the core
concepts of our work, namely, Registries, and more specifically, DockerHub as a means for
container management. An overview of the Docker Ecosystem can be found in Figure 3.1.

3.1. Historical Note
A lot of the concepts Docker is built upon are nothing new. Docker’s main contribution to the
developer ecosystem is that of simplifying and abstracting over existing technologies, and with
that improving developer experience. For example, at its launch in 2013, Docker’s approach
to containerization relied heavily on LXC, the Linux container runtime [16]. Its goal was never
to introduce novel concepts, but to provide accessible interfaces to containerization. Docker
has since moved on to implementing some of its own components, for example, replacing LXC
with their own libcontainer, written in Go [17]. On top of all the userspace utilities it builds
upon, Docker also provides a lot of other higher level services to its users: tooling, versioning,
automatable builds.

7



3.2. Why Containerization? 8

Figure 3.1: Architecture of the Docker Ecosystem.

3.2. Why Containerization?
Containerization is a way of distributing software and applications in a reproducible, distributed
and scalable manner [18]. This is accomplished by packaging applications (and their depen-
dencies) in neat, isolated little boxes called containers. Docker containers are exactly that,
a particularly lightweight type even. This is achieved by not virtualizing an entire Operating
System, but abstracting over the host’s kernel, which we will go more into detail on that in
Section 3.4.2. Another reason why developers like containerization is its portability: once an
application and its dependencies are neatly packaged in containers, they can run anywhere,
and be shared between any parties - partly also because of the abstraction over the kernel
level that we briefly mentioned. The last main advantage oft mentioned by Docker is their
containers’ great predictability: the container does not care what kind of hardware it runs on,
and the host, to a large extent, does not necessarily care what is inside of the container. This
makes for very standardized interfaces that generate very predictable interactions. There are
many other reasons why people and companies choose for Docker containers in their devel-
opment process, but they tend to boil down to one of these main ones.

3.3. Container vs. Image
In this thesis, we often talk about Docker images as well as Docker containers. We felt it
was important to clarify the difference between the two, as they cannot exactly be used in-
terchangeably. Additionally, while we use the term Docker image or Docker container, this
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distinction also applies to anything under OCI1.
A Docker image is a read-only template that encapsulates the necessary components

for creating a running container [19]. It is a standalone file that can be reused to generate
multiple instances of the same software [20]. Generally, it is created from a base OS image
(for example, Alpine Linux), and has dependencies added on top in so-called layers. Images
are stored in registries, which we will talk more about in Section 3.5.

A Docker container is a runtime instance of an image, independent of the rest of the system.
You can create multiple containers from the same image, each with its own configuration and
state.

3.4. What Goes On In My Docker Host?
In this section, we will discuss what exactly happens in a host on which Docker is installed,
starting with a high level overview of the important software components (more specifically,
we will do that in Section 3.4.1). We will talk about some of the building blocks and some
important concepts of Docker (in Section 3.4.2. Afterward, we will go into describing some of
these components in detail in Section 3.4.3, Section 3.4.4 and Section 3.4.5.

3.4.1. Architecture
A Docker container needs a Docker host to run. A Docker Host is nothing more than a com-
puter that we, the developers, have installed the Docker daemon on. This is a suite of pro-
grams that do the heavy lifting of building, compiling the software for, packaging, and running
Docker containers [21]. The Docker client is another utility a host needs, and it is simply the
interface with which a user can interact with the Docker daemon. Oftentimes it is the Docker
command line interface [22], but utilities such as Docker Desktop (which is a graphical user in-
terface to the Docker daemon) are made available [23] for specific operating systems. These
interfaces allow users to send commands, such as docker run, that the Docker daemon then
executes. The Docker Daemon’s main responsibility is interacting with Docker images, con-
tainers and services, more generally called objects (which are either created locally or pulled
from remote repositories - more on that in Section 3.5). The images, when running, are called
Docker Containers. They provide different services to either things running on the same ma-
chine or open ports to the greater internet. Docker images also have layers, which are essen-
tially a way to keep track of changes made to an original (or base) image. Docker containers
also need to know about each other, which is taken care of by the Service Discovery API
and Globally Accessible Configurations Stores, which we will talk more about in Section 3.4.3.
Sometimes, the spawning of Docker containers can be handled by a dedicated piece of soft-
ware called an orchestrator, which we will also talk more about later.

1Open Container Initiative - it is an open standard for container image formats and runtimes
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3.4.2. Internals and Linux Primitives
In this section, we will take a closer look at how Docker containers work, under the hood, the
Linux primitives they build on, and their main differences to virtualization. As mentioned earlier
(in Section 3.1), Docker was, at least initially, built on top of a lot of other Linux primitives [24].

The first of these primitives is Linux Namespaces, which are a feature first introduced back
in 2002. Namespaces provide isolation by presenting different sets of resources to different
running processes. This is made clearer by looking at an example: if we inspect the running
processes in a Docker container we will see a completely different set of PIDs2 than on the
host, and some of them might even coincide. The same can be said, for example, about
mount points - the host system limits what mount points can be seen by resources inside
a running container. There are many other different kinds of namespaces that each isolate
different kinds of resources - for example, net (networking), uts (hostname), ipc (inter-process-
communication), and user.

While Namespaces are a nice first step in ensuring isolation between processes, they
cannot guarantee processes have limited access to shared system resources, like the CPU,
disk, memory, etc. [25]. This is where cgroups become useful. Engineers at Google started
working on this feature back in 2006, under the name process containers, but soon changed
it to the name control groups to not cause confusion with other Linux kernel features [26]. It is
worth mentioning though, some tools (like applications written for older versions of Java, top
and free) have a harder time dealing with cgroups - mostly because they were written before
cgroups were even introduced. Additionally, an interesting fact is that both top and free work
by checking the information on /proc/meminfo, which contains memory information about the
host, even inside a Docker container.

Images are stored and instantiated with the help of another already existing utility called
UnionFS. The guiding principle of UnionFS is that collections of different, but related, collec-
tions of files should be kept in different locations (but displayed to the user together) [27].
Docker uses it with a copy-on-write strategy, this is useful in creating layers - when changes
are applied to a Docker image, a new layer is created on top of all the existing ones, which
enables Docker to ship updates very efficiently. UnionFS then presents these layers to users
together, hence the name. UnionFS is also used in managing containers, when a host is run-
ning more than one instance of a container (most of the filesystem is shared, but particulars
are stored separately).

Docker wraps all of these utilities together in the so-called container format. As mentioned
earlier, Docker used to use LXC as its container format in its early days, but has since moved
on to libcontainer. The latter is written in Go, and provides a useful API for packaging,
delivering, and running containers.

2Process Identifiers, unique numbers assigned to processes by the kernel (or OS).
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3.4.3. Service Discovery
Another focal point of the Docker ecosystem is Service Discovery. The basic idea of it is that
any running application should be able to identify details of its running environment program-
matically, without human intervention. Generally, this is done by implementing a registry (a
database) of details about the instances or services that are currently operating in an environ-
ment. How it works is that when an application comes online, it registers itself with the service
discovery API. Depending on the type of service, it will need different details: for example, a
MySQL database might register the port where the daemon is running, and perhaps some lo-
gin credentials. Additionally, to ensure reliability and fault tolerance, these registries are often
distributed on multiple hosts in the infrastructure.

In addition to storing information about the services that are running, service discovery APIs
often also store configuration details about the host or infrastructure that services are running
on (like, for example, the IP address of the host itself). These details are not important in a
normal scenario where you are only running a number of Docker containers on a single host,
but in the scenario of a distributed infrastructure they provide a location for management tools
to find data about the cluster itself.

There are many tools for basic service discovery, including but not limited to etcd, consul,
zookeeper. Expanding on these are projects like crypt, confd, vulcand, marathon, nerve and
synapse, which also enable dynamic reconfiguration and other neat features [28].

3.4.4. Container Networking
Of course, containers knowing about each other is useful, but ideally we would like them to
be able to communicate as well. Fortunately, Docker provides a lot of the fundamental utilities
that are necessary for that.

When the Docker daemon is started, it will create a virtual bridge interface named docker0
on the host system [29]. This allows Docker to allocate a virtual subnet that can be used by
all the containers that are going to run on the host. When a new container gets created, it
immediately gets assigned an address on that subnet using the docker0 bridge. Docker also
automatically configures iptables rules for forwarding traffic as well as NAT masquerading.
The docker0 bridge is also used as a method of redirecting traffic on the same host to its
appropriate destination (i.e. Docker containers).

Docker containers communicate with the outside world by exposing ports (i.e. making the
Docker daemon aware that the container is using a port internally). Exposed ports can be
mapped to the host by either choosing a port manually or allowing Docker to allocate a high,
unused, random port. This is called publishing a port.

Docker also used to have a feature for inter-container communication called docker link [30].
This has been since then deprecated in favor of using user-defined bridge networks.
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3.4.5. Container Orchestration
When running many Docker containers that are all interconnected on different hosts, the ability
to manage complex systems becomes very attractive. Container Orchestration is a broad
term for abstracting away all the details of scheduling and managing of containers as well as
provisioning of multiple hosts. Scheduling in this context does not necessarily only refer to time
sensitive constraints, but also, more generally, to controlling a container’s behavior based on
some kind of input from an administrator. This is usually done by a program called a container
orchestrator. Some common (but advanced and complicated) orchestrators are Kubernetes,
Swarm, Nomad and OpenShift. There also exist some meant for individual developers, as
opposed to for bigge teams, like docker-compose.

3.5. Docker Registries for Container Management
A company using Docker containers to deploy their products might want to publish them at
some point. This is where external Docker Registries [31] come in: they are, in essence,
repositories for the publishing and distributing of Docker images and their updates.

The Open Container Initiative provides tools for organizations who want to host their own
registry, but the most simple to use solution is DockerHub. It is a free-to-use Docker registry
which provides all sorts of additional features, like automated builds, organization accounts,
and so forth.

Registries can be accessed through the Docker Registry API, which we will talk more about
in Section 5.2.



4
Motivating Scenarios

In security research, a threat model is a common first step. Threat modelling analyzes a sys-
tem from the perspective of an attacker. Basing our research off of a threat model ensures that
we can reason exactly about what kind of vulnerabilities we are looking for and what kind we
are expecting to find. In this particular case the term Threat Model is kind of a misnomer, as
we are not exactly discussing any mitigations for the vulnerabilities we find in the systems, but
instead we discuss how dynamic analysis can help us find said classes of vulnerabilities. Nev-
ertheless, we looked at two particular scenarios, both of them having the same components
and setup. In this chapter we will roughly follow OWASP’s1 recommendations for systematic
threat modelling: decomposing the application, determining and ranking threats, and deter-
mining countermeasures and mitigations [32]. Rather than discussing countermeasures and
mitigations, we thought it would be more useful to discuss how dynamic analysis applies to
finding and potentially exploiting these vulnerabilities.

4.1. Setup : Decomposing the Application
The setup we are concerned with for the purpose of this thesis is simple: an attacker is trying
to gain control of a remote server that is running (one or multiple) containerized services. We
assume already that the attacker knows either a URL or an IP address where the host can be
reached, but no further knowledge about the system.

4.1.1. Scenario One: Initial Access via Unsecured Container
The first scenario we are modelling is the one where the attacker gains control of the host
by exploiting vulnerabilities in the Docker containers that are running on the machine. For
example, one of the vulnerabilities in the OWASP top 10 [33]. After that, the attacker can
break out of the container.

1OWASP is an organization that concerns itself with web application security
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4.1.2. Scenario Two: Privilege Escalation via Unsecured Container
The second scenario we are threat modelling is the one where the attacker already has (user,
but not root) access to the host machine, and uses the Docker (and possibly container orches-
tration) utilities. The end result of this is that arbitrary pieces of code or commands can be
executed, and privileges escalated.

4.1.3. External Dependencies
External dependencies are items external to our Docker Container that might still pose a threat
to the application. In this particular scenario, this is everything that the Docker container inter-
acts with, both inside and outside the host machine. A more detailed breakdown of this can
be found in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: External dependencies in a Docker container.

ID Name Description
1 Remote services Any remote services that the Docker container contacts at any point (e.g. VPN, DNS, ...)
2 Local Services Any other local services that the Docker container contacts at any point (e.g. Databases...)
3 Kernel All Docker containers running on the same Host machine share the same kernel.

4.1.4. Entry Points
Entry points are the points of the application an attacker is most likely to interact with at a first
glance. In the case of a running Docker container, this is most likely any open port that the
container is exposing to the internet. As Docker containers provide all sorts of services, it is
difficult to make sweeping generalizations, but attackers would generally interact with exposed
ports first.

4.2. Using Frameworks to Categorize and Rank Threats
In this section, we will discuss two frameworks that are used in literature to categorize and
rank threats. In Section 4.2.1 we will discuss the STRIDE framework and its application to our
attack scenario. In Section 4.2.2 we will talk about MITRE ATT&CK, a knowledge base which
is based on real-world attacks, and its usefulness when defining focus points for our pipeline.

4.2.1. STRIDE
STRIDE is a framework for discovering and classifying vulnerabilities first developed at Mi-
crosoft by Praerit Garg and Loren Kohnfelder [34]. The threat model comprises six categories,
which together create a mnemonic. Each category also represents a category of “things that
can go wrong in a system.” Additionally, each category represents a violation of a desirable
property in a system. It was originally detailed in a document called “The Threats to our Prod-
ucts.”

• Spoofing: threats that have to do with breaching authentication information from a certain
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user or other entity. Spoofing is a violation of authenticity.

• Tampering: threats that have to do with modifying system or user data without being de-
tected, for example logs or other kinds of resources. Tampering is a violation of integrity.

• Repudiation: threats related to an (untrusted) user that performs some kind of privileged
action that cannot be traced (essentially, the user can deny any wrongdoing). Repudia-
tion is a violation of non-repudiability.

• Information Disclosure: leaking or otherwise compromising the user’s private information.
This category differs from spoofing in that here it is not necessary to impersonate a
legitimate user to gain access to private data. This is a violation of confidentiality.

• Denial of service: threats that make a system temporarily unavailable, such as power-
ing off or overloading a server. Denial of service attacks are, of course, a violation of
availability.

• Elevation (escalation) of privilege: threats that allow a user to execute operations that
they are not authorized to. This class of vulnerabilities violates well put in place access
control policies (i.e., authorization).

We based part of our threat modelling on the paper “Threat Modeling and Security Anal-
ysis of Containers: A Survey” [35] which uses the STRIDE model to identify vulnerabilities
in the Docker ecosystem. According to them, the main vulnerabilities to be found in Docker
containers are the following:

• Spoofing the user’s GitHub and DockerHub accounts,

• Spoofing the Docker container itself,

• Tampering the network between Docker Hub and Docker Host,

• Tampering application codes on Docker Hub,

• Tampering image during image build,

• Disabling logging functions,

• Modifying log data,

• Overwriting log disk space,

• Weak access control of GitHub and Docker Hub,

• Sensitive parameters to access the host,

• Leakage of information between containers,

• Denial of service (either on the OS side or the DockerHub side)

4.2.2. MITRE ATT&CK - Container Matrix
MITRE [36] is a non-profit organization that concerns itself with solving complex challenges in
cybersecurity, defense, aviation, and so forth. They are a leading cybersecurity organization
and provide security experts everywhere with useful frameworks for threat modelling such as
Engage [37], CALDERA [38], D3FEND [39] and ATT&CK [40].
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Engage is a framework meant for hardening an application and planning and executing a
playbook of sorts for engaging with the attacker.

Caldera is a suite of programs created with adversary emulation in mind, meant to help
train blue teams among other goals.

D3FEND is one of the more interesting frameworks we looked at, a knowledge base of
defensive techniques. More importantly, it encodes these techniques in a knowledge graph
and links themwith each other. The companion of sorts to MITREDEF3ND is MITRE ATT&CK,
which we will talk more about in this section, and which proved more interesting to us.

MITRE ATT&CK is a knowledge base used for categorizing and ranking threats based on
real-world techniques used by real attackers. MITRE also keeps track of Advanced Persistent
Threats (groups of malicious actors) and the techniques associated with them. As per the
blog post [41] about the framework, ATT&CK organizes these techniques into tactics. Tactics
are ultimately the goal of the attacker. The main format MITRE gets information across are
MITRE ATT&CK Matrices, out of which there is one dedicated to containers, which can be
seen in Figure 4.1.

The way to read such a matrix is, generally, from left to right. The tactics follow a logical
order from initial access to, for example, defense evasion. Under all of these tactics there are
a number of exploits or techniques that might help with achieving said goal. For example, in
Figure 4.1 there is a column called Defense Evasion, which, if we click it, will give us more
information: Defense Evasion consists of techniques attackers can employ to avoid detection
throughout their exploits [42]. Looking in the column, we see various techniques that can be
employed to this end: for example, Indicator Removal or Impair Defenses which are fairly
self-explanatory.

Most of the tactics and attacks in this matrix fall neatly into one of the two attack scenarios
that we discussed earlier. Since we are focusing on attack scenario one (the one where the
attacker tries to exploit vulnerabilities in already running Docker containers), the tactics that
are relevant to this thesis are Initial Access, Discovery, Lateral Movement, Persistence, and
Impact.

Figure 4.1: Mitre ATT&CK Matrix for Containers[43].
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4.3. Dynamic Analysis - A Silver Bullet?
Based on both the MITRE ATT&CK framework and the STRIDE framework, we have com-
piled a list of problem areas for vulnerabilities. We would like to formulate the hypothesis that
dynamic analysis can help with identifying suspicious or anomalous behavior in a couple of
problem areas, namely the points of contact with the outside world: exposed APIs, kernel
system calls, and interfaces with other services on the same machine. Additionally, monitor-
ing resource usage so as to prevent denial-of-service is a really important consideration that
dynamic analysis is definitely very suitable for.



5
Methodology and Experimental

Framework

In this chapter, we present the experimental framework and process we used for running the
experiments, as well as the decisions we made. In Section 5.1 we disclose the hardware we
used to this end. In Section 5.2 we go into detail into how we retrieved a list of images, and
how we made sure that these are relevant to our research. In Section 5.3 and Section 5.4
we discuss our first attempt at mass-analyzing docker images, the lessons we learned from it,
and the changes we made for the final model respectively.

5.1. Technical Considerations
Our experiments were run on primarily a Lenovo Legion 5 Pro laptop with 32 GB of RAM and
an AMD Ryzen 9 6900HX (16 core) @ 3.3GHz processor, running ArchLinux on version 6.3.9-
arch1-1 of the Linux kernel. The more extensive of the experiments were run on a NixOS
Virtual Machine, Linux Kernel 6.1.27, running on a AMD Ryzen 7 3800X 8-Core processor,
utilizing 4 vCPUs and 16 GiB of RAM, stored on an NVMe SSD.

5.2. Obtaining a List of Images
Obtaining a list of images to analyze and put through our framework was the first step of our
research. We wanted to classify images based on most impact. Essentially, we aimed to
answer the question of which images, if any, are most vulnerable to attacks. Additionally, we
wanted to select images for which the consequences of an attack would be very severe.

Our first proof of concept for the data processing pipeline was based on an idea from the
paper A Study of Security Vulnerabilities on DockerHub [5]. The idea for image aggregation
presented in the paper is to generate a lot of random strings, and then query the DockerHub
API using it.

18
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Listing 5.1: Docker Hub Fuzzy Search.

1 $ docker search [options] $random_string

Our first solution built on that idea, as we created a proof of concept that would fuzzy-
search DockerHub based on a list of possible keywords as in Listing 5.1. The main drawback
of this approach is that its success rate is highly dependent on this list of keywords, and that it
favors images with human-comprehensible names. This would miss a significant portion of the
images on DockerHub. Additionally, (aside from possibly limiting our search space to images
with more than a certain number of stars), there is no real way to prioritize certain images over
others.

This was a feature we wanted in our system, so we decided to find a way to retrieve
the most popular images on the DockerHub repository. We found a webpage containing this
information on the DockerHub website, and decided to inspect what API calls were being
made. The call we saw being made is shown in Listing 5.2, which conveniently also batches
our images in easy-to-process sets of five.

Listing 5.2: Call to Docker Hub.

1 https://hub.docker.com/api/content/v1/products/search?page={page_num}&page_size=5

5.3. A First Attempt
In this section, we present the first attempt we made in applying dynamic analysis tools to a
large selection of images. In Section 5.3.1 we talk about the thought process and decision
making that went into selecting which tools we were going to use for dynamic analysis. In
Section 5.3.2 we set out the data processing pipeline we developed to integrate pulling the
images from DockerHub, batching the images, and aggregating and generating the results. In
Section 5.3.3 we discuss the preliminary results we obtained from this pipeline and discuss its
limitations.

5.3.1. Tool Selection
According to OWASP’s guidelines we selected tools that seemed promising. Our analysis
thereof can be seen in Table 5.1.

Out of the ones we liked, we tested Dockerscan, ThreatMapper, Nuclei, Greenbone Open-
VAS and SecretScanner. Eventually, we settled on Nuclei [44] as it seemed to be the least
overhead option with the most amount of flexibility and features.

Nuclei is a template-based dynamic analysis vulnerability discovery engine. We ran it using
the default templates, which report some suggestions regarding each discovered vulnerability,
such as severity, impact, description, and remediation.

Looking at the state of the art, we decided it would be useful to compare our dynamic
analysis to its counterpart, static analysis. To this end, most papers out there use Clair [10],
a vulnerability scanner made specifically with Docker and OCI containers in mind. From our
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Table 5.1: Summary of tools we considered.

Tool Considerations

Aquasec DTA + container scanning - breaks vulnerabilities into categories based on the MITRE framework
(initial execution, weaponization, propagation, communication, exfiltra-
tion)
- dynamic analysis on containers in a sandboxed environment

Docker Filesystem Analysis - logs changes to the filesystem
- built into Docker cli
- Rust API bindings

Panda - rapid reverse engineering of software
- tool for replaying and recording execution
- uses QEMU
- lots of plugins and bindings, though no explicit classifications of vulner-
abilities

Jeff - scanning tool which seems to have support for a couple of suites and
programs, though very little information is provided by the author

Acunetix by Invicti - DAST + IAST scanning, unfortunately paid
CI Fuzzing tool - not Docker specific DAST (fuzzing)

- provides bindings for a lot of programming languages
PD Scan - relatively small project

- extensible to other data stores
- scans for last names and other sensitive information
- possibly a bother to install on all Docker containers, should think of ways
to go about it

SecretScanner - find secrets on infrastructure - tailored to containers and stuff like that,
so seems good

ThreatMapper - scanning tool which is tailored specifically to docker images (also Ku-
bernetes pods)
- essentially monitors already running infrastructure (APIs, etc.) for vul-
nerabilities
- provides some interesting visualizations
- scans for secrets

GitGuardian - seems quite good if online examples are to be believed
- easy to setup with Docker
- not DAST

Docker Explorer - mass-scanning approach based on keyword, unfortunately this is not
really possible anymore due to API changes
- not DAST analysis, regardless, interesting for mass-scanning approach
- no support for scanning layers

Snyk - tailored to container security
- they seem to have their own DB of vulnerabilities
- interesting to see how it actually works and what kind of analysis it does,
since it seems paid/closed source

Dockerscan - focused on finding sensitive information (also scans envvars which is
quite nice)
- also focused on more active attacks

Greenbone OpenVAS - open source
- fairly generic API, seems to work on most systems
- CVSS rated vulnerabilities

Trivy - seems to combine SAST
- useful for secret scanning
- CVEs from multiple sources (prevents outdated databases)
- tailored to docker
- open source

Nuclei - very fast
- DAST
- seems easy to involve in workflows
- open source
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survey of static analysis tools, we ended up selecting Trivy as our static analysis tool of choice,
as it is very appreciated by the security community. Additionally, it is the default scanner of
Gitlab [45], ArtifactHub [46] and Harbor [47], as well as being a certified Red Hat scanner [48].
According to Gitlab [49], Trivy outperforms Clair when considering repository scanning, tar file
scanning, and number of data sources.

5.3.2. Data Processing Pipeline
To run our experiment against a representative number of images, we created a test setup that
pulls images from the DockerHub API in batches of five (as described in Section 5.2), and then
processes them. The test setup runs the five images, using default credentials when needed
and allocating a random, unused, high port (using the helpful -P flag the docker daemon offers).
Afterwards, we query which ports are being used by the batch of images using docker ps and
match them to the corresponding image names using a homegrown bash script, as can be
seen in the source code in Appendix B.

Finally, we run Trivy on the (static) Docker image, and we run Nuclei on the discovered
TCP port, if it is exposed. Afterwards, we dump the discovered vulnerabilities in a json file.
We then aggregate and process the results using python and matplotlib.

5.3.3. Preliminary Results
For the preliminary version of our pipeline, we collected data about the most popular 625
Docker images. We created two graphs detailing the images with the largest number of vul-
nerabilities in our dataset, as can be seen in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. Both frameworks
seemed to agree that most vulnerable images are images that provide metrics related to other
programs running on the same host. In addition to that, hashicorp/vault is also seen as very
vulnerable by both methods, which makes sense, as it is a program meant for storing secrets,
tokens, passwords, and other kinds of credentials [50], so it should not be run in a publicly ac-
cessible environment. Since a lot of the vulnerabilities discovered by Nuclei were information
messages about the services running in each Docker container, we were unsatisfied with the
results: a lot of them were not per se interesting vulnerabilities but rather info messages. We
decided to adapt our framework to see if we would be able to find any more insightful results.

5.3.4. Note on Timing
Dynamic analysis is generally regarded as a lot slower than static analysis. To verify this fact,
we ran both Trivy and Nuclei 40 times on a sample image to calculate an average running time.
The results can be seen in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. For timing the difference, we used the
time1 Linux command line utility. From the runs, we deduced that static analysis is roughly
twenty times faster than dynamic analysis on the same image.

1we are aware that time is not the most accurate timing utility. However, it is straightforward to use and replicate,
and for this use case precision was not required.
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Figure 5.1: 10 Most Vulnerable Images, Reported by Dynamic Analysis.

5.4. The Revised Pipeline
In this section we will discuss the second iteration of our framework. We decided to more
carefully follow the motivating scenarios detailed in Chapter 4, and thus identified areas that
we wanted to focus on. The previous method did not target all of these areas. Amongst these
areas are: suspicious system calls, network activity, resource usage, and behavior under some
simulated load. The rationale behind the last point was that containers that behave strangely
or crash when sent a lot of requests should not be automatically trusted or deployed by your
average developer (and could thus, in a way, also be considered vulnerable).

5.4.1. Tool Selection
For the second iteration of our experiment, we decided to also revise the tools that we used.
Most importantly, we needed a combination of tools that would cover all of the problem areas
we identified when threat modelling. Looking at the state of the art and narrowing down the list
from Section 5.3.1, we selected a couple of tools that proved interesting and compared them
by looking at their feature sets. A summary of this comparison can be found in Table 5.2. The
tools we selected in the end were Falco, Wapiti and FFUF.

Falco is a kernel module that listens for suspicious activity performed by userspace pro-
grams. It is designed to protect against security threats in real time, and detect abnormal
behavior [51]. It was originally based on Sysdig, another kernel monitoring tool, which only
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Figure 5.2: 10 Most Vulnerable Images, Reported by Static Analysis.

reports kernel events rather than scanning for abnormal behavior [52]. We run it with the help
of the provided modern BPF container [53].

Falco scans for a variety of indicators [51] which we determined to be useful according to
our threat model, namely:

• Privilege Escalation using containers,

• Namespace changes (using tools like setns),

• Reads/writes to known directories (like \etc. or \usr\bin),

• Creating Symlinks,

• Ownership and Mode changes,

• Unexpected network connections,

• Spawned processes using execve,

• Executing shell binaries (sh, bash, zsh, etc.),

• Executing ssh binaries (ssh, scp etc),

• Mutating various system binaries

FFUF (Fuzz Faster yoU Fool) is a fuzzing framework written in Go, hailed by hackers as
a lightweight, fast alternative to dirb or dirbuster. We use FFUF in combination with Falco, to
generate a load for testing purposes. We do this to try and elicit strange behaviors from the
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Figure 5.3: Trivy Timing Analysis.

Figure 5.4: Nuclei Timing Analysis.

Docker images under test. The main reason why we chose FFUF over other testing frame-
works is that FFUF works better for automatically fuzzing numerous APIs without an OpenAPI
specification (which is nice, as we do not know a lot about the Docker images that we are
testing). To perform a scan on a certain host or URL, FFUF needs a wordlist, as well as a
pattern to apply the wordlist to. As a choice for the wordlist we picked various ones from
SecLists [54] (more detail on which can be found in Chapter 6), and as a pattern we picked
0.0.0.0:open-port/FUZZ.

Wapiti is a command line application which performs automated audits for Web applica-
tions [55]. It performs black-box scans of web applications, running multiple modules on them.
It checks for SQL injections, XSS attacks, file disclosure, searches for scripts, detects sus-
picious (less used) HTTP methods, brute forces login forms and more. Additionally, it can
execute these “automated penetration tests” concurrently, and dump the data it finds to many
different file formats. Throughout our study, especially while analyzing Friendica (as can be
seen in Figure 6.1), we also used its companion application wapiti-getcookie. It enabled us
to simply and straightforwardly extract cookies out of the application to allow wapiti to “log-in”
to Friendica.
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Table 5.2: Second iteration of the tool comparison.

Docker Friendly Network Monitoring Dynamic Analysis Resource Monitoring Syscall Analysis Secret Analysis
Aquasec DTA
ThreatMapper

Trivy
Falco/Sysdig

Wapiti
SecretScanner

GreenBone OpenVAS
DockerScan

5.4.2. Data Processing Pipeline
The data processing pipeline is roughly similar to the first iteration of the experiment. The list of
images we scanned can be found in Appendix C. The pulling and batching of Docker images
is the same2. The main factor that changes is the tools we run: again, after aggregating the
ports each image is using, we run FFUF and Wapiti to scan the open ports. Since Falco is
a kernel module, and reports data about which image caused what suspicious behavior, we
only need to start it once in the beginning of our run. The scope of our experiment was also
larger this time around, as we scanned 2500 of the most popular images on DockerHub.

Figure 5.5: Second iteration of the data processing pipeline.

2We pull and batch the images again instead of caching them all because storing them gets extremely slow and
inefficient due to the size of the images
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5.4.3. A note on Isolation
As Falco is a kernel module, we thought it might catch events coming from other sources as
well (even though it report witch container made the suspicious calls). To make sure there
were no unwanted interactions between the components of the pipeline, we decided to test
each component in isolation in a single threaded, non-virtualized environment on the image
traefik/whoami. We then compared this with the results of our pipeline and found no differ-
ence.



6
Results & Discussion

In this chapter, we will present the results that we collected using the experimental framework
detailed in Chapter 5. In Section 6.1 we will present an overview of the vulnerabilities we
found. In Section 6.2, Section 6.3 and Section 6.4, we draw some interesting conclusions
from factors that can affect the number of vulnerabilities we find in an image, like the size of
the wordlist we use for fuzzing, the number of pulls (i.e. popularity), and image age.

6.1. Overview
In this chapter, we will discuss the vulnerabilities found by the two main dynamic analysis
tools that we use - Falco and Wapiti. It is worth noting that we chose to display these results in
different manners, as they are differently relevant to the threat model we defined in Chapter 4.

Wapiti categorizes the vulnerabilities it finds according to OWASP-ID. OWASP-IDs are
IDs given to different classes of vulnerabilities by OWASP. We then translated this OWASP-ID
to the best matching CVE vulnerability, where possible. Falco, on the other hand, classifies
vulnerabilities by MITRE ATT&CK tactic. The results of both kinds of analysis can be seen in
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.

6.1.1. Falco vulnerabilities
As mentioned in Chapter 5, Falco is a kernel module that flags and registers suspicious activ-
ities. In our run on the 2500 containers, it did not register many of suspicious events, namely
just sixteen, out of which a significant number are suspicious reads and writes performed by
the container grafana/mimir on various files in /etc. Mimir is a scalable storage solution for
Prometheus [56], which is a service that provides metrics about a system. Of course, this is
not automatically a vulnerability, but it signals suspicious behavior. What is also interesting
is that this discovery is very much in line with the findings of the first iteration of the pipeline
(detailed in Section 5.3), in that the most vulnerable pieces of software are related to providing
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metrics, and interfacing heavily with other services on the same machine.

6.1.2. Wapiti vulnerabilities
With this approach, we have discovered that already reported CVE-2018-5164 and CVE-2008-
3661 are present in many of Docker containers, which includes the container we showed in
our case study in Appendix A. The vulnerabilities are related to misconfiguration of different
CSP1 headers in all sorts of software. These two vulnerabilities are the most occurring already
reported ones. The vulnerabilities are 5 and 10 years old, respectively, and both have a CVSS
score of 4.3.

Overall, our tools have found vulnerabilities in 61 containers out of the 2500 we scanned,
indicating that 2.44% of the most popular containers on DockerHub may be vulnerable.

6.1.3. The bug in Friendica
Friendica (formerly Friendika or Mistpark) is a decentralized social network which is a part of
the Fediverse [57], which is meant to be used as an open source alternative to Facebook [58].
Plenty of German newspapers like Heise Magazine and t3n have described it as a promising
alternative to centralized social networks and have foreseen its mass adoptions [59], [60].
According to the Friendica directory [61], there are over 220 instances active at the time of
writing, spread over ten languages.

During our scans, we scanned the Docker image of the latest version of the social network.
The vulnerability allows us to, during setup, execute arbitrary JavaScript code by injecting it
into the database password field. Wapiti discovered it by injecting this UTF-8 encoded string:

Listing 6.1: URL-Encoded Friendica Setup Page Payload.

1 \%22\%3E\%3CScRiPt\%3Ealert\%28\%27w0wma8el1g\%27\%29\%3C\%2FsCrIpT\%3E

which decodes to

Listing 6.2: Decoded Friendica Setup Page Payload.

1 "><ScRiPt>alert('w0wma8el1g ')</sCrIpT>

After this, we decided to investigate the bug more thoroughly. We set up a test instance of
Friendica version 2023.05 (the version where the vulnerability was discovered) in a dedicated
testing environment. The environment was a Virtual Machine on the same host we ran the rest
of our experiments in. We used Docker to deploy both the social network and the database it
needs (mysql:latest). After that, we made a mock account and started exploring the settings
and functionality in an attempt to find another code injection vulnerability. Lo and behold, we
have discovered that another field is vulnerable to code injection, namely, the display name of
the user. The payload we injected this time was the following:

Listing 6.3: Decoded Friendica Setup Page Payload.

1 "><ScRiPt>alert('display name')</sCrIpT>

1Content Security Policy
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Which resulted in 3 of the popups that can be seen in Figure 6.1 being triggered on page re-
fresh or page changes. The appearence of these popups proves that we can achieve arbitrary
code execution on the social network.

Figure 6.1: Behavior of Friendica under code injection.

We have reached out to the Friendica team and let them know about the vulnerability. At
time of writing, we have received a response from them confirming the vulnerabilities. They are
also working on some fixes that they will include in the September 2023 release of Friendica
(2023.09). The report resulted in two pull requests on the GitHub repository2. Additionally, we
have reserved two CVE numbers and are currently awaiting confirmation from MITRE.

6.2. Image and Vulnerability Age
In addition to plotting the total number of vulnerabilities we found, we also decided to plot
the number of days since the last update of all the vulnerable images that Falco and Wapiti
identified. In doing this, we discarded three images, which we counted as outliers, namely
glassfish, piwik and nuxeo, which have been deprecated, and therefore updated last several
years ago. For comparison’s sake, we have also plotted the same CDF for all the images we
scanned. Both of these results can be seen in Figure 6.5.

6.3. Vulnerabilities versus Popularity
In addition to everything mentioned above, we decided to plot the number of pulls, both for the
vulnerable images and for all images in our test set, to try and see whether image popularity

2https://github.com/friendica/friendica/pull/13327, https://github.com/friendica/friendica/
pull/13328

https://github.com/friendica/friendica/pull/13327
https://github.com/friendica/friendica/pull/13328
https://github.com/friendica/friendica/pull/13328
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Figure 6.2: Number of suspicious events reported by Falco - grouped by MITRE ATT&CK tactic.

has any correlation with the number of vulnerabilities we find. The images with more pulls
seem clustered towards having less vulnerabilities on average, which would make sense as
they are probably more well maintained. Most of the less popular images we have scanned
seem to have a fairly even distribution on the vulnerability scale, so in that case there does
not seem to be a correlation.

6.4. Choice of Wordlist
The last metric which we decided to examine was how the choice of wordlist (and consequently,
the size of the wordlist, and therefore the load that we are putting on the Docker image) matters
in the number of vulnerabilities that we find. To this end, we decided to select one of the vulnera-
ble images, namely grafana/mimir, and re-run the experiment multiple times with wordlists of
different lengths. What was interesting to note is that all of the detected vulnerabilities occurred
at the startup of the container, and fuzzing with different wordlists had no impact on the num-
ber of vulnerabilities we found. We used the repository SecLists3 as a source for our wordlists.
Out of those, we selected ./Discovery/Web-Content/directory-list-2.3-big.txt,
./Discovery/Web-Content/directory-list-2.3-medium.txt
and ./Discovery/Web-Content/directory-list-2.3-small.txt, which contained 1273833,
220560 and 87664 words respectively.

3https://github.com/danielmiessler/SecLists

https://github.com/danielmiessler/SecLists
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Figure 6.3: Number of vulnerabilities reported by Wapiti, by CVSS score (rounded down).

Figure 6.4: Images Days Since Last Update (Cumulative) CDF (Vulnerable images: left, all images: right).

6.5. False Positive Rate
One of the main complaints against static analysis is the large number of false positives. As
we have had a relatively small number of detected vulnerabilities, we have manually verified
all the Wapiti-detected ones, and can say that they do, in fact, occur. Therefore, the rate of
false positives of Wapiti in our study is 0%.
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Figure 6.5: Image Popularity vs. Vulnerabilities (Only charted for vulnerable images).



7
Future Work

This chapter covers recommendations for future work. In Section 7.1 we discuss a limitation
of our current setup. In Section 7.2 we discuss the idea of automating more of the setup of
Docker containers.

7.1. Improving port fuzzing
Currently, our setup takes into account only containers that expose TCP ports. This is because
when running the containers we pass the -P flag, which makes the container publish a high,
unused port (if it uses any at all). It would be interesting to see if we can extract what other
ports using other protocols we can extract and fuzz. For example, it could prove useful to fuzz
UDP ports (for example, using binary fuzzing) as well for, say, a database.

Moreover, it would be interesting to experiment with other kinds of fuzzing tools. A lot of
which need an OpenAPI certification to scan a webapp API. During this research we toyed
with the idea of automatically generating such a description, but discarded the idea as it was
too time-consuming. More involved fuzzing would also lead to more interesting interactions
with the system under test - for example, actually automatically logging into an admin panel is
useful - potentially leading to more discovered vulnerabilities.

7.2. Automated setup of applications
In this work, we exclusively set up Docker containers by making use of the Docker daemon
and command line utilities. For most intents and purposes this is fine, but it has caused some
applications to not be fully set up at the time when we started fuzzing them.

Of course, this is difficult to automate, but the Docker ecosystem provides the docker-
compose tool, which is meant to help automating at least part of the setup process of contain-
ers by providing sane defaults for, for example, environment variables. This, however, would
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imply spinning up several containers at the same time and analyzing the whole running system
as opposed to containers in isolation.

Transitioning the whole study to Kubernetes (or another container orchestration software)
and using helm charts (and gathering those from ArtifactHub instead of DockerHub) instead
of plain Docker could also help



8
Conclusion

In this final chapter we will conclude this thesis. In Section 8.1 we draw some conclusions
from our results. We will reiterate the research questions from Chapter 1 and answer them to
the best of our abilities in Section 8.2. Finally, in Section 8.3 we give some security recom-
mendations to people deploying Docker applications.

8.1. Interpreting the Results
In this section we will present the conclusion we came to after analyzing the results presented
in Chapter 6.

In general, it seems like dynamic analysis finds significantly fewer vulnerabilities than static
analysis. We found that Wapiti and Falco only found vulnerabilities in approximately 3% of
images. This seems in line with the existing research, which we have presented in Chapter 2.
In the paper “Understanding the Security Risks of Docker Hub” [6], the authors show that some
executable files present in Docker containers, when ran, exhibit suspicious behavior. These
amounted to about 40 images out of the 2 million images that were scanned.

Dynamic analysis also tends to do very well at service discovery, as we’ve found out from
our first attempt, when using Nuclei as a dynamic analysis tool. It also fares quite well in finding
new vulnerabilities, as we have shown in Figure 6.1.

An interesting conclusion we drew from our preliminary pipeline is that a lot of software that
interfaces with other components of a host contains more vulnerabilities than average. Ex-
amples of these kinds of applications are bitnami/node-exporter, bitnami/alert-manager,
and grafana-mimir. Therefore, people using such applications should take care that they are
not exposed to the greater internet.

Empirically, there seems to be no significant correlation between time since last update
and amount of vulnerabilities, as we can see by the fact that the two graphs in Figure 6.5 are
not very visually different.
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8.2. Research Questions
In this section, we will reiterate and answer the research questions from the introduction.

RQ1: how applicable and useful is dynamic analysis for finding vulnerabilities in Docker
containers? Dynamic analysis seems like a decent tool for finding vulnerabilities in Docker
containers. It does not find many vulnerabilities, but it is best used in conjunction with other
tools, as a sanity check (and to minimize false positives and noise). Dynamic analysis shines
at identifying services running on machines and identifying misconfigurations, but does badly
at identifying secrets and vulnerabilities in outdated software packages, for example.

A lot of the vulnerabilities we have found in Docker images are related to the often over-
looked Content Security Policy, for example. The CVEs associated with the vulnerabilities are,
on average, 4.3 in severity, which qualifies them as Medium severity. According to OWASP
[62], the lack of CSP headers is an exploitable vulnerability, and the existence of these headers
is a first line of defense against cross-site scripting attacks.

RQ2: how does static analysis compare to dynamic analysis for finding vulnerabilities
in Docker containers? Static analysis fares better than dynamic analysis in finding finer,
smaller, lower severity vulnerabilities than dynamic analysis. Dynamic analysis finds higher
severity, bigger vulnerabilities. Additionally, dynamic analysis has less noise than static anal-
ysis but might miss vulnerabilities.

Dynamic analysis also takes longer to execute and takes a lot more resources than static
analysis. Of course, dynamic analysis also implies some amount of continuous scanning of
a running program, which is even more resource intensive. To quantify, as per the results of
our preliminary pipeline (as seen in Section 5.3.4, the average run of Trivy was about 20 times
faster than the average Nuclei run.

In conclusion, we believe that static analysis and dynamic analysis should be used together
to find a wider array of bugs and vulnerabilities, filter out noise, and still be resource efficient.

8.3. Recommendations
For developers that want to deploy services using Docker, caution is definitely advised when
running Docker containers from untrusted sources. Some recommendations for the end user
are the following:

• Using a system call filter or making use of seccomp profiles [63]

• Avoiding running containers with root privileges, unless absolutely necessary

• Limiting resource usage for untrusted containers

• Using trusted container repositories
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A
Appendix A: Stepping Through an

Example

In this appendix we will manually step through an example run of our experiment on a test
image, namely traefik/whoami. We start by spinning up the container, which involves down-
loading it (as the image cannot be found locally, as can be seen in Figure A.1. Figure Figure A.2
shows how we start up Falco, to intercept suspicious events during the fuzzing and dynamic
analysis steps. Using the TCP port we discovered in the first step of our pipeline, we now start
up Wapiti and FFUF, as shown in Figure A.3 and Figure A.4, providing the port as a command
line argument. As can be seen, Falco does not detect any suspicious behavior with the image,
but Wapiti detects some misconfigured cookie settings. We will talk more about this in ??.

Figure A.1: Running the traefik/whoami container and inspecting the open ports
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Figure A.2: Starting up Falco

Figure A.3: Starting up Wapiti
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Figure A.4: Starting up FFUF



B
Appendix B: Source Code Repositories

In this appendix we provide a link to the source code of the thesis as well as the first iteration
of the pipeline.
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C
Appendix C: List of Scanned Images

In this appendix, we will add a list of the images we have scanned, the time since last update,
the number of pulls since creation, and the number of Wapiti vulnerabilities.

library/alpine, "2023-06-15T05:49:31.324129Z", 9846285156, 0

library/nginx, "2023-07-28T14:27:43.635624Z", 8315166117, 3

library/busybox, "2023-07-19T00:02:43.49452Z", 8108953956, 0

library/ubuntu, "2023-08-03T05:05:31.959976Z", 7713063447, 0

library/python, "2023-07-28T18:48:44.56101Z", 6844576892, 0

library/redis, "2023-07-29T06:19:43.887284Z", 5542748522, 0

library/postgres, "2023-07-29T02:50:03.314078Z", 5467656623, 0

library/node, "2023-07-28T22:35:57.267842Z", 4462810038, 0

library/httpd, "2023-07-28T20:16:42.356434Z", 4255882834, 3

library/mongo, "2023-08-03T04:05:48.126953Z", 3834949335, 0

library/memcached, "2023-07-28T11:25:39.444425Z", 3773873264, 0

library/mysql, "2023-08-03T03:04:42.112218Z", 3751110336, 0

library/traefik, "2023-07-25T00:59:52.33693Z", 3189902738, 2

library/mariadb, "2023-08-03T04:10:12.835027Z", 2604507733, 0

library/docker, "2023-07-31T23:49:20.200537Z", 2506390802, 0

library/rabbitmq, "2023-08-03T13:01:07.044804Z", 2178647216, 0

library/hello-world, "2023-07-13T22:41:44.15347Z", 2170661295, 0

library/openjdk, "2023-08-04T01:32:05.989596Z", 2026541365, 0

library/golang, "2023-08-03T05:26:16.851535Z", 1891712698, 0

library/registry, "2023-06-16T16:50:22.49722Z", 1603225569, 0

library/wordpress, "2023-08-03T10:18:56.05186Z", 1214669488, 0

library/centos, "2022-12-09T19:13:54.287062Z", 1123104282, 0

library/debian, "2023-07-28T00:16:23.279017Z", 1078085818, 0

library/php, "2023-07-29T18:36:45.907638Z", 1041159133, 0

library/consul, "2023-06-27T19:37:08.722775Z", 1011412619, 0

library/influxdb, "2023-07-28T19:49:20.889993Z", 1010576028, 3

library/nextcloud, "2023-07-30T02:17:51.382957Z", 908904740, 6

library/sonarqube, "2023-07-26T00:54:46.548133Z", 880969699, 0

library/haproxy, "2023-07-28T14:15:35.245604Z", 847441381, 0

library/ruby, "2023-07-29T05:59:40.286757Z", 837651538, 0

library/amazonlinux, "2023-07-26T19:56:25.45927Z", 803840442, 0

library/elasticsearch, "2023-06-21T20:52:09.580397Z", 780336717, 0

library/tomcat, "2023-08-04T02:11:32.532573Z", 673612838, 0

library/maven, "2023-08-03T07:38:34.133969Z", 603772473, 0

library/eclipse-mosquitto, "2023-06-16T16:14:50.317404Z", 595117859, 0

library/telegraf, "2023-08-01T04:37:58.717016Z", 572057125, 0
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library/vault, "2023-06-21T01:24:46.744572Z", 523462313, 0

library/caddy, "2023-08-03T22:15:53.361395Z", 502736942, 3

library/bash, "2023-08-03T09:04:09.773003Z", 368435720, 0

library/adminer, "2023-07-28T14:18:42.231498Z", 361703057, 6

library/ghost, "2023-08-04T00:25:40.835905Z", 351291151, 0

library/kong, "2023-08-03T04:03:23.579871Z", 313318985, 0

library/zookeeper, "2023-07-26T02:10:47.086424Z", 240701261, 0

library/neo4j, "2023-08-03T22:37:45.001092Z", 235506717, 0

library/perl, "2023-08-04T01:06:49.341987Z", 230556091, 0

library/buildpack-deps, "2023-08-03T04:02:45.033165Z", 218506163, 0

library/mongo-express, "2022-11-30T02:36:12.818618Z", 214385808, 0

library/gradle, "2023-08-03T07:51:01.164897Z", 208818865, 0

library/cassandra, "2023-08-03T07:32:22.493639Z", 188652363, 0

library/logstash, "2023-06-21T20:55:02.383566Z", 186510393, 0

library/couchdb, "2023-07-28T04:03:03.883486Z", 181873135, 0

library/nats, "2023-07-14T00:21:52.356023Z", 176720664, 0

library/percona, "2023-07-22T02:11:22.599221Z", 152895642, 0

library/chronograf, "2023-07-28T03:29:47.080917Z", 152616416, 3

library/drupal, "2023-08-03T10:02:55.802897Z", 151555848, 0

library/kibana, "2023-06-21T20:53:54.609473Z", 148486120, 0

library/jenkins, "2018-07-17T16:47:45.266614Z", 148460830, 0

library/solr, "2023-08-03T07:50:38.959765Z", 142130891, 0

library/java, "2017-03-23T17:58:27.550146Z", 141992604, 0

library/teamspeak, "2022-10-07T04:34:37.834185Z", 133473869, 0

library/sentry, "2019-10-19T09:22:56.635131Z", 119808721, 0

library/composer, "2023-07-11T06:20:56.652809Z", 118755741, 0

library/matomo, "2023-08-03T10:00:37.39696Z", 115723232, 0

library/fedora, "2023-07-05T23:27:42.442315Z", 112836802, 0

library/nats-streaming, "2023-07-14T00:25:47.036434Z", 93661862, 0

library/adoptopenjdk, "2021-10-06T18:00:36.296631Z", 93558482, 0

library/flink, "2023-08-01T23:40:12.279973Z", 85746223, 0

library/couchbase, "2023-08-04T01:11:42.459369Z", 84156482, 1

library/swarm, "2020-09-16T20:31:01.272132Z", 82673363, 0

library/joomla, "2023-07-30T00:42:53.239884Z", 81368017, 0

library/groovy, "2023-08-01T23:00:30.358132Z", 75291357, 0

library/rethinkdb, "2023-07-28T12:36:57.135868Z", 74433717, 3

library/rocket.chat, "2023-07-28T14:52:50.359392Z", 72751839, 0

library/rust, "2023-08-04T01:20:23.405838Z", 67046930, 0

library/redmine, "2023-07-29T07:03:42.839327Z", 65247752, 0

library/eclipse-temurin, "2023-08-03T03:08:48.241995Z", 62779011, 0

library/amazoncorretto, "2023-08-04T01:10:56.749873Z", 57149654, 0

library/owncloud, "2018-12-31T20:49:57.8066Z", 56590058, 5

library/phpmyadmin, "2023-07-30T02:40:09.565001Z", 55366118, 3

library/kapacitor, "2023-07-05T01:21:27.332497Z", 55202788, 0

library/erlang, "2023-07-29T19:49:48.838448Z", 52422424, 0

library/elixir, "2023-07-29T05:30:22.933759Z", 50184694, 0

library/jruby, "2023-08-03T05:58:41.960041Z", 49444593, 0

library/mediawiki, "2023-07-29T04:27:57.853275Z", 44101938, 0

library/mono, "2023-07-28T14:31:28.374482Z", 41957817, 0

library/pypy, "2023-07-28T14:41:06.179626Z", 38764277, 0

library/jetty, "2023-08-03T05:54:11.157635Z", 37631081, 3

library/odoo, "2023-07-28T03:12:59.487794Z", 35835529, 0

library/arangodb, "2023-07-26T23:56:02.85091Z", 35393814, 0

library/clojure, "2023-08-03T05:38:31.211678Z", 34675110, 0

library/oraclelinux, "2023-07-22T01:37:56.31581Z", 32106702, 0

library/xwiki, "2023-08-01T21:09:17.707495Z", 31381407, 4

library/znc, "2023-06-15T04:45:44.933176Z", 28038411, 0

library/rockylinux, "2023-05-26T23:31:30.014073Z", 27720652, 0

library/ros, "2023-07-04T20:27:51.944025Z", 24864056, 0

library/haxe, "2023-07-29T00:27:44.618411Z", 24363919, 0

library/hylang, "2023-07-29T21:25:15.510044Z", 23941718, 0

library/swift, "2023-08-02T00:05:29.880592Z", 23320923, 0

library/websphere-liberty, "2023-08-03T09:18:01.869446Z", 23135630, 3
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library/archlinux, "2023-07-24T22:38:42.492933Z", 23043319, 0

library/django, "2017-01-06T17:59:53.097137Z", 22360720, 0

library/gcc, "2023-07-29T02:09:30.915913Z", 22183851, 0

library/tomee, "2023-08-03T07:06:30.270115Z", 21751951, 3

library/sapmachine, "2023-07-19T23:45:28.447427Z", 21573875, 0

library/yourls, "2023-07-30T04:10:01.712975Z", 20416451, 3

library/piwik, "2018-09-29T17:44:58.494866Z", 20197141, 3

library/iojs, "2017-03-23T21:40:20.37399Z", 17326092, 0

library/aerospike, "2023-07-28T03:15:55.754614Z", 17197777, 0

library/crate, "2023-07-18T20:02:08.917714Z", 17164239, 0

library/photon, "2023-07-31T22:20:30.998056Z", 16295293, 0

library/orientdb, "2023-08-01T23:22:27.182901Z", 14940673, 0

library/varnish, "2023-07-28T16:38:36.271275Z", 14704862, 3

library/julia, "2023-08-03T01:40:23.085572Z", 14111788, 0

library/ibmjava, "2023-07-05T01:01:57.919719Z", 12644147, 0

library/open-liberty, "2023-08-03T08:35:05.626795Z", 12480220, 0

library/bonita, "2023-06-15T05:28:04.78238Z", 11849060, 3

library/monica, "2023-07-11T08:21:22.423256Z", 10685220, 0

library/fluentd, "2023-07-29T07:05:52.227841Z", 10287053, 0

library/neurodebian, "2023-08-03T04:08:01.928344Z", 9781664, 0

library/opensuse, "2019-05-30T20:47:55.862703Z", 9409707, 0

library/r-base, "2023-07-28T15:58:08.097005Z", 8942332, 0

library/rails, "2017-01-06T19:07:44.686101Z", 8895883, 0

library/ubuntu-debootstrap, "2016-04-04T21:20:04.94269Z", 8875296, 0

library/storm, "2023-08-01T23:30:42.420096Z", 8680460, 0

library/irssi, "2023-07-28T15:34:50.318759Z", 8009092, 0

library/haskell, "2023-07-28T04:09:14.620085Z", 7704796, 0

library/backdrop, "2023-07-29T00:49:38.057562Z", 6870035, 0

library/clearlinux, "2023-07-31T23:35:33.73606Z", 6781432, 0

library/plone, "2023-07-29T00:29:32.013188Z", 6476411, 2

library/cirros, "2023-06-01T18:29:53.568686Z", 6473723, 0

library/notary, "2023-07-31T23:15:32.382508Z", 6427613, 0

library/lightstreamer, "2023-08-01T23:21:38.860358Z", 5432810, 3

library/geonetwork, "2023-08-03T08:01:20.718407Z", 5084899, 0

library/nuxeo, "2021-08-18T15:43:00.931063Z", 4970998, 4

library/postfixadmin, "2023-07-30T04:17:33.791328Z", 4884664, 5

library/gazebo, "2023-08-03T03:10:25.506926Z", 4410184, 0

library/friendica, "2023-07-30T04:52:30.5431Z", 4307949, 1

library/php-zendserver, "2023-06-02T01:58:11.064373Z", 4185650, 3

library/convertigo, "2023-08-03T07:59:39.379802Z", 4152722, 0

library/hello-seattle, "2019-01-03T22:42:58.502186Z", 4035315, 0

library/almalinux, "2023-07-18T19:58:07.326704Z", 3924066, 0

library/celery, "2017-06-20T03:17:04.117669Z", 3415541, 0

library/spiped, "2023-08-03T21:35:48.38812Z", 3070599, 0

library/swipl, "2023-07-28T19:32:16.955927Z", 3019157, 0

library/thrift, "2021-10-01T07:17:20.409086Z", 2932481, 0

library/fsharp, "2021-07-22T09:22:27.838134Z", 2883456, 0

library/eggdrop, "2023-06-15T05:02:46.831895Z", 2766164, 0

library/ibm-semeru-runtimes, "2023-08-03T03:29:43.506731Z", 2701719, 0

library/rapidoid, "2021-09-29T10:51:38.518892Z", 2692636, 0

library/docker-dev, "2016-03-29T23:38:26.378586Z", 2572942, 0

library/rakudo-star, "2023-07-28T22:18:16.997583Z", 2453398, 0

library/express-gateway, "2022-11-30T02:59:10.814396Z", 2352045, 1

library/kaazing-gateway, "2021-09-29T09:16:31.878431Z", 2007915, 0

library/silverpeas, "2023-07-04T19:32:46.438572Z", 1828941, 0

library/ubuntu-upstart, "2016-04-04T21:21:19.946273Z", 1748963, 0

library/mageia, "2021-04-08T19:40:26.279911Z", 1599714, 0

library/dart, "2023-07-28T02:13:51.883347Z", 1454794, 0

library/hola-mundo, "2019-01-04T16:43:25.400938Z", 1451151, 0

library/known, "2019-06-13T05:46:14.801719Z", 1281218, 0

library/glassfish, "2016-09-24T03:45:58.969886Z", 1254437, 4

library/crux, "2020-09-16T19:22:24.585172Z", 865434, 0

library/euleros, "2020-09-16T19:44:28.581242Z", 698689, 0
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library/clefos, "2022-01-21T19:00:21.64162Z", 674836, 0

library/jobber, "2021-11-13T06:22:46.728704Z", 660740, 0

library/alt, "2023-07-20T00:14:18.290699Z", 646981, 0

library/sourcemage, "2021-05-22T09:34:30.675427Z", 646009, 0

library/sl, "2023-07-03T19:53:38.771238Z", 587049, 0

library/emqx, "2023-07-29T04:18:39.720065Z", 564014, 0

library/hipache, "2016-06-01T23:19:03.96624Z", 432269, 0

library/hitch, "2023-07-28T09:36:26.186488Z", 377682, 0

library/scratch, "2013-06-25T00:07:08Z", 268577, 0

library/satosa, "2023-07-28T23:36:52.77979Z", 198642, 3

library/unit, "2023-08-04T01:43:45.726263Z", 45804, 3

library/api-firewall, "2023-06-15T05:44:41.782116Z", 19728, 0

library/spark, "2023-08-03T05:56:07.289538Z", 4717, 0

datadog/agent, "2023-07-31T16:27:14.013097Z", 9623134655, 0

grafana/grafana, "2023-08-04T10:48:32.145971Z", 4249821544, 0

bitnami/postgresql, "2023-08-03T19:51:15.564971Z", 3414153037, 0

bitnami/redis, "2023-08-03T17:46:46.999943Z", 3055057281, 0

rancher/rancher-agent, "2023-08-03T21:27:25.823615Z", 2860092782, 0

portainer/portainer, "2022-11-21T02:21:15.56905Z", 2845794326, 0

bitnami/kubectl, "2023-08-03T19:12:00.583747Z", 2773132480, 0

percona/percona-xtradb-cluster-operator, "2023-07-06T13:38:39.156097Z", 2358858675, 0

google/cadvisor, "2021-08-16T02:57:04.047192Z", 1673842581, 0

bitnami/mongodb, "2023-08-04T01:43:57.383355Z", 1624672736, 0

grafana/promtail, "2023-08-04T11:36:36.533009Z", 1562355133, 0

grafana/loki, "2023-08-04T11:36:38.312157Z", 1356237108, 0

amazon/aws-for-fluent-bit, "2023-07-28T02:48:17.515195Z", 1207599819, 0

newrelic/infrastructure-bundle, "2023-08-04T03:02:44.846943Z", 1225360535, 0

amazon/cloudwatch-agent, "2023-06-29T20:19:47.294752Z", 1148690247, 0

amazon/amazon-ecs-agent, "2023-07-25T15:14:38.012526Z", 1142098505, 0

portainer/portainer-ce, "2023-07-06T23:30:03.693488Z", 1013203896, 0

bitnami/external-dns, "2023-08-03T10:28:15.099001Z", 976782059, 0

portainer/agent, "2023-07-06T23:29:48.215223Z", 950981232, 0

amazon/aws-xray-daemon, "2023-04-24T20:50:09.320292Z", 925109038, 0

bitnami/sealed-secrets-controller, "2023-07-17T11:23:28.708055Z", 925562988, 0

docker/ucp-agent, "2020-06-26T17:31:48.963797Z", 866252338, 0

dynatrace/oneagent, "2023-07-17T08:40:31.236752Z", 842013875, 0

bitnami/mariadb, "2023-08-03T23:25:50.763966Z", 767670484, 0

lacework/datacollector, "2023-08-04T04:51:47.278106Z", 752964842, 0

docker/ucp-auth, "2020-06-26T17:31:52.784737Z", 741381502, 0

docker/aci-hostnames-sidecar, "2023-08-02T17:22:07.326385Z", 745893614, 0

bitnami/rabbitmq, "2023-08-04T09:23:03.598291Z", 590657627, 0

amazon/aws-cli, "2023-08-02T19:36:11.786855Z", 583628677, 0

rancher/pause, "2021-11-17T16:09:17.328358Z", 505273950, 0

circleci/postgres, "2021-12-18T00:17:52.12949Z", 490099874, 0

circleci/node, "2021-12-18T00:28:51.845165Z", 476524477, 0

nginxinc/nginx-unprivileged, "2023-07-31T05:35:31.619101Z", 475149558, 0

amazon/aws-efs-csi-driver, "2023-08-01T14:54:13.22936Z", 460277890, 0

newrelic/nri-kubernetes, "2023-08-04T08:27:33.520533Z", 457115097, 0

datadog/docker-dd-agent, "2020-10-08T18:25:11.849589Z", 423430825, 0

netdata/netdata, "2023-08-03T02:05:02.606879Z", 413651721, 0

hashicorp/terraform, "2023-08-02T10:58:32.815276Z", 405736991, 0

sysdig/agent, "2023-08-02T18:08:23.541943Z", 361376508, 0

circleci/ruby, "2021-12-18T00:28:59.593958Z", 360348931, 0

nginx/nginx-ingress, "2023-08-04T06:17:59.107303Z", 368920799, 0

dynatrace/dynatrace-operator, "2023-08-02T12:04:32.241774Z", 368008161, 0

cockroachdb/cockroach, "2023-07-31T20:13:42.324535Z", 351837893, 0

bitnami/nginx, "2023-08-04T02:44:28.102535Z", 349484452, 0

newrelic/nri-kube-events, "2023-08-04T08:34:15.746994Z", 355832753, 0

google/cloud-sdk, "2023-08-04T10:58:22.699314Z", 335028281, 0

rancher/mirrored-pause, "2023-08-04T10:41:17.057111Z", 290541929, 0

balena/aarch64-supervisor, "2022-04-26T22:29:18.412409Z", 281868253, 0

newrelic/newrelic-fluentbit-output, "2023-06-20T12:41:00.064233Z", 296400303, 0

circleci/mysql, "2022-02-22T15:45:48.649702Z", 270323066, 0
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bitnami/zookeeper, "2023-08-01T21:58:21.534875Z", 264168240, 0

newrelic/infrastructure-k8s, "2023-06-09T18:00:06.819941Z", 262158726, 0

mirantis/ucp-agent, "2023-07-13T15:44:45.884798Z", 250311751, 0

docker/dockerfile, "2023-08-03T07:41:34.758363Z", 251416233, 0

bitnami/kafka, "2023-08-03T16:05:47.39979Z", 248136794, 0

amazon/dynamodb-local, "2023-06-28T20:28:46.04124Z", 244596532, 0

mirantis/ucp-agent-win, "2023-07-13T15:32:09.537024Z", 235518534, 0

rancher/rancher, "2023-08-03T21:27:31.112733Z", 232563827, 0

bitnami/minideb, "2023-08-04T00:24:08.196425Z", 223843540, 0

cimg/node, "2023-07-21T09:31:19.063078Z", 214280441, 0

newrelic/nrsysmond, "2016-05-05T21:10:28.839457Z", 211291393, 0

docker/ecs-searchdomain-sidecar, "2023-08-02T17:22:07.65444Z", 205334541, 0

circleci/redis, "2022-02-22T15:45:16.725562Z", 199993589, 0

circleci/python, "2021-12-18T00:40:48.868275Z", 196912959, 0

bitnami/mysql, "2023-08-04T01:46:54.717437Z", 174999936, 0

amazon/amazon-ecs-sample, "2019-07-02T18:27:57.466955Z", 166573107, 0

bitnami/redis-sentinel, "2023-08-04T11:26:22.636412Z", 161520575, 0

rancher/metrics-server, "2022-02-17T18:42:20.248198Z", 160908708, 0

docker/ucp-interlock-proxy, "2020-06-26T17:32:17.713115Z", 151499459, 0

grafana/agent, "2023-08-04T08:35:31.303602Z", 153081521, 0

hashicorp/consul-template, "2023-05-18T20:49:49.794817Z", 146606102, 0

newrelic/nri-ecs, "2023-07-27T15:04:30.186746Z", 144428647, 0

grafana/mimir, "2023-07-31T01:14:19.299179Z", 139357914, 0

bitnami/redis-exporter, "2023-08-04T11:07:20.54214Z", 138182650, 0

bitnami/metrics-server, "2023-08-03T23:40:00.392353Z", 137379842, 0

amazon/aws-node-termination-handler, "2022-02-23T21:44:57.595422Z", 136976935, 0

newrelic/k8s-metadata-injection, "2023-06-21T22:01:02.714152Z", 137881639, 0

amazon/aws-alb-ingress-controller, "2022-11-12T01:32:26.879458Z", 125808497, 0

mirantis/ucp-auth, "2023-07-13T15:44:47.521772Z", 124429607, 0

bitnami/ghost, "2023-08-03T16:00:45.833421Z", 123566702, 0

docker/ucp-agent-win, "2020-06-26T17:24:58.155522Z", 123636613, 0

bitnami/etcd, "2023-08-03T10:55:52.404376Z", 117572141, 0

cimg/base, "2023-08-02T11:36:35.100137Z", 118302687, 0

datadog/cluster-agent, "2023-07-31T16:44:43.939995Z", 116382880, 0

newrelic/php-daemon, "2023-06-20T16:14:00.281577Z", 111725814, 0

rancher/fleet-agent, "2023-07-26T11:21:36.257691Z", 111714784, 0

bitnami/memcached, "2023-08-03T23:32:41.451547Z", 111050676, 0

atlassian/pipelines-agent, "2019-11-12T22:33:45.526326Z", 106929932, 0

atlassian/pipelines-dvcstools, "2019-11-07T23:44:38.869401Z", 105651324, 0

rancher/agent, "2018-08-02T17:50:43.096735Z", 104147829, 0

cimg/ruby, "2023-04-06T19:01:39.540426Z", 104118516, 0

rancher/local-path-provisioner, "2023-07-18T08:31:19.739233Z", 103479480, 0

cimg/python, "2023-06-07T16:24:33.328742Z", 99180501, 0

kong/kubernetes-ingress-controller, "2023-07-25T13:12:44.972656Z", 98129374, 0

bitnami/elasticsearch, "2023-08-03T15:34:26.294297Z", 92755630, 0

grafana/fluent-bit-plugin-loki, "2023-08-04T11:38:07.62817Z", 89519943, 0

newrelic/infrastructure, "2023-07-31T12:07:56.34744Z", 88403477, 0

atlassian/pipelines-docker-daemon, "2021-03-04T21:37:04.635483Z", 87641176, 0

rancher/klipper-lb, "2023-05-27T00:55:20.915985Z", 87610444, 0

rancher/shell, "2023-08-01T14:23:43.006712Z", 86590939, 0

onlyoffice/documentserver, "2023-07-31T07:45:42.558847Z", 86086765, 0

bitnami/wordpress, "2023-08-03T19:32:55.705005Z", 85676753, 8

bitnami/oauth2-proxy, "2023-08-04T03:14:36.21001Z", 83769067, 0

cimg/postgres, "2023-05-11T21:29:40.289337Z", 79707695, 0

kong/kong-gateway, "2023-07-27T18:47:30.941595Z", 83940464, 0

rancher/coredns-coredns, "2022-08-29T17:31:28.189452Z", 75929634, 0

rancher/rke-tools, "2023-04-28T19:36:58.802989Z", 75116224, 0

rancher/calico-node, "2021-04-30T14:28:51.922217Z", 74997863, 0

docker/whalesay, "2015-06-19T19:06:27.388123Z", 74201256, 0

atlassian/pipelines-auth-proxy, "2020-08-12T00:55:15.533429Z", 72766078, 0

rancher/server, "2020-05-14T04:33:56.4973Z", 72245028, 0

rancher/net, "2018-07-19T18:33:02.920151Z", 71943234, 0

amazon/aws-otel-collector, "2023-07-20T16:29:30.342712Z", 70581054, 0
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bitnami/phpmyadmin, "2023-08-04T05:31:16.371416Z", 68249961, 0

bitnami/cassandra, "2023-08-03T07:21:22.834833Z", 67836230, 0

bitnami/apache, "2023-08-04T11:02:37.950565Z", 66775440, 0

atlassian/default-image, "2023-07-26T00:52:09.038377Z", 65197682, 0

atlassian/confluence-server, "2023-08-03T15:13:59.433088Z", 64394239, 0

bitnami/mongodb-exporter, "2023-08-04T00:02:23.247409Z", 64249540, 0

mattermost/mattermost-team-edition, "2023-08-03T16:33:46.236342Z", 63806689, 0

circleci/docker-gc, "2023-08-04T02:25:25.620278Z", 63585675, 0

hashicorp/vault, "2023-07-25T18:15:20.675695Z", 63387087, 0

jetbrains/teamcity-server, "2023-07-28T19:25:49.043765Z", 61342088, 0

rancher/nginx-ingress-controller, "2023-06-29T21:00:57.036248Z", 60931334, 0

bitnami/postgres-exporter, "2023-08-04T05:40:22.860388Z", 60603607, 0

circleci/openjdk, "2021-12-18T00:45:21.0487Z", 59940232, 0

datadog/synthetics-private-location-worker, "2023-07-06T08:27:57.921713Z", 62443610, 0

jetbrains/youtrack, "2023-08-03T18:16:51.762661Z", 59253712, 0

docker/compose, "2021-05-10T11:46:00.006114Z", 58797857, 0

bitnami/grafana, "2023-08-01T13:47:56.358685Z", 58605626, 0

hashicorp/http-echo, "2022-02-17T23:07:32.782006Z", 58299040, 0

rancher/mirrored-coredns-coredns, "2023-03-30T10:59:09.591461Z", 56448481, 0

nginx/nginx-prometheus-exporter, "2023-08-03T16:14:32.214513Z", 55486114, 0

rancher/hyperkube, "2023-07-28T13:52:16.705032Z", 54997329, 0

hashicorp/tfc-agent, "2023-07-26T21:29:17.230901Z", 55213075, 0

bitnami/redis-cluster, "2023-08-03T17:07:53.828108Z", 55848872, 0

bitnami/node-exporter, "2023-08-04T02:47:15.437706Z", 53971912, 0

puppet/continuous-delivery-for-puppet-enterprise, "2021-09-01T16:36:02.325422Z", 53281902, 0

rancher/klipper-helm, "2023-07-17T20:53:29.481747Z", 52496114, 0

bitnami/fluentd, "2023-08-03T10:30:22.965139Z", 51895379, 0

bitnami/postgresql-repmgr, "2023-08-03T19:46:26.736239Z", 51388811, 0

circleci/golang, "2021-12-18T00:40:01.249654Z", 49228903, 0

rancher/calico-cni, "2023-05-01T15:52:34.681329Z", 48712558, 0

bitnami/kube-state-metrics, "2023-08-03T15:30:19.299923Z", 48396260, 0

bitnami/dokuwiki, "2023-08-03T08:56:00.708467Z", 48077533, 0

bitnami/nats, "2023-08-04T01:46:43.325591Z", 46879239, 0

bitnami/prometheus, "2023-08-04T06:05:55.098634Z", 46418690, 0

amazon/aws-ebs-csi-driver, "2022-05-20T21:44:54.831296Z", 45871384, 0

docker/dockerfile-copy, "2018-11-06T18:51:42.732921Z", 45128815, 0

rancher/mirrored-istio-proxyv2, "2023-08-03T16:31:01.432164Z", 43902661, 0

hashicorp/vault-k8s, "2023-04-06T21:36:17.003336Z", 44158009, 0

hashicorp/consul, "2023-06-26T23:15:29.674061Z", 44069640, 0

circleci/mongo, "2022-02-22T15:46:34.330998Z", 43615747, 0

rancher/mirrored-metrics-server, "2023-05-02T04:52:31.467469Z", 43857718, 0

rancher/coreos-flannel, "2020-09-21T20:13:05.579736Z", 43427297, 0

amazon/opendistro-for-elasticsearch, "2021-12-11T20:09:16.47837Z", 43267631, 0

rancher/mirrored-calico-node, "2023-07-27T15:40:54.377611Z", 42961154, 0

newrelic/k8s-events-forwarder, "2023-07-31T12:09:47.393475Z", 43028563, 0

rancher/istio-proxyv2, "2021-02-08T21:53:48.665842Z", 42605534, 0

docker/ucp, "2020-06-26T17:32:33.165809Z", 41971000, 0

circleci/frontend, "2023-08-03T13:35:24.868109Z", 41840449, 0

rancher/fleet, "2023-07-26T11:21:33.577878Z", 40686328, 0

balena/armv7hf-supervisor, "2022-04-26T22:23:38.718145Z", 40368608, 0

hashicorp/packer, "2023-07-19T21:10:06.542382Z", 39039558, 0

cimg/openjdk, "2023-07-20T19:27:44.550931Z", 39073391, 0

docker/getting-started, "2022-12-22T20:49:33.238118Z", 38277741, 0

circleci/php, "2021-12-18T00:32:47.557673Z", 38010097, 0

rancher/os, "2021-10-29T19:38:22.818958Z", 37054418, 0

rancher/lb-service-haproxy, "2020-05-01T19:07:08.79834Z", 36019116, 0

bitnami/node, "2023-08-04T03:41:25.662141Z", 35988649, 0

bitnami/kubeapps-asset-syncer, "2023-07-25T14:49:26.75167Z", 35968567, 0

cimg/go, "2023-08-02T17:31:30.422692Z", 36250180, 0

rancher/gitjob, "2023-08-01T13:14:58.801928Z", 35688850, 0

circleci/android, "2021-08-23T00:33:09.198465Z", 35417579, 0

bitnami/alertmanager, "2023-08-03T06:05:24.76717Z", 35197010, 0

rancher/system-agent-installer-rke2, "2023-07-28T20:36:39.905654Z", 34909565, 0
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grafana/grafana-image-renderer, "2023-07-27T13:28:28.310183Z", 34441548, 0

opensearchproject/opensearch, "2023-07-24T18:40:11.544288Z", 33726057, 0

rancher/network-manager, "2018-07-08T17:50:11.330509Z", 32789216, 0

percona/percona-xtradb-cluster, "2023-08-02T07:22:01.854348Z", 32102085, 0

bitnami/mariadb-galera, "2023-08-03T22:56:13.972379Z", 31696774, 0

bitnami/git, "2023-08-03T10:57:20.419444Z", 30690709, 0

rancher/metadata, "2018-07-09T03:01:15.142521Z", 30488995, 0

bitnami/bitnami-shell, "2023-07-15T05:50:44.648672Z", 30498094, 0

bitnami/nginx-ingress-controller, "2023-08-04T02:39:36.484946Z", 30371241, 0

rancher/healthcheck, "2018-07-09T04:10:19.941267Z", 29450699, 0

rancher/dns, "2018-07-09T21:41:05.799075Z", 28971759, 0

rancher/calico-pod2daemon-flexvol, "2021-04-30T14:29:11.732602Z", 28962992, 0

puppet/puppetserver, "2022-12-02T14:22:01.660771Z", 28822179, 0

docker/ucp-interlock, "2020-06-26T17:32:19.524864Z", 28754562, 0

newrelic/newrelic-prometheus-configurator, "2023-08-04T08:36:08.324438Z", 31048931, 0

atlassian/bitbucket-server, "2023-07-30T13:30:26.26736Z", 28671951, 0

continuumio/miniconda3, "2023-07-18T15:18:02.313286Z", 28184681, 0

rancher/mirrored-prometheus-node-exporter, "2022-09-29T17:58:24.782369Z", 28482750, 0

bitnami/minio, "2023-07-22T03:58:23.097972Z", 27895478, 0

bitnami/ruby, "2023-08-01T14:45:41.291682Z", 27258280, 0

datadog/dogstatsd, "2023-07-31T16:39:16.436021Z", 26893701, 0

bitnami/kibana, "2023-08-04T09:45:54.437888Z", 26816473, 0

percona/percona-server, "2023-08-02T11:13:13.749074Z", 26609574, 0

docker/ucp-pause, "2020-06-26T17:32:29.558488Z", 26381106, 0

rancher/rke2-runtime, "2023-07-28T20:19:40.700558Z", 26389538, 0

rancher/prom-prometheus, "2022-02-17T18:58:27.103121Z", 26108404, 0

atlassian/jira-software, "2023-08-02T12:28:22.751857Z", 26079535, 0

docker/ucp-controller, "2020-06-26T17:32:08.046036Z", 26026707, 0

rancher/k3s, "2023-07-28T10:11:14.979838Z", 26131030, 0

docker/ucp-auth-store, "2020-06-26T17:31:50.842074Z", 25927127, 0

bitnami/matomo, "2023-08-01T18:23:28.410783Z", 25993381, 6

docker/ucp-etcd, "2020-06-26T17:32:11.561981Z", 25892406, 0

docker/ucp-swarm, "2020-06-26T17:32:31.481533Z", 25751828, 0

docker/ucp-cfssl, "2020-06-26T17:32:02.710518Z", 25628590, 0

rancher/prom-node-exporter, "2022-02-17T18:51:10.984225Z", 25666588, 0

docker/ucp-dsinfo, "2020-06-26T17:32:10.103237Z", 25544646, 0

docker/ucp-metrics, "2020-06-26T17:32:28.37592Z", 25528343, 0

docker/ucp-compose, "2020-06-26T17:32:05.628085Z", 25478593, 0

rancher/mirrored-calico-cni, "2023-07-06T19:20:50.279356Z", 25560351, 0

docker/ucp-hyperkube, "2020-06-26T17:32:13.332322Z", 25139326, 0

docker/ucp-calico-node, "2020-06-26T17:32:00.267012Z", 25073535, 0

docker/ucp-interlock-extension, "2020-06-26T17:32:16.431749Z", 24998476, 0

docker/ucp-calico-cni, "2020-06-26T17:31:56.976588Z", 24863549, 0

rancher/mirrored-library-nginx, "2023-06-16T15:57:24.605822Z", 24936901, 0

dynatrace/dynatrace-oneagent-operator, "2021-12-07T10:49:25.528978Z", 24589794, 0

rancher/fluentd, "2021-11-16T18:11:43.825127Z", 24191707, 0

rancher/mirrored-calico-pod2daemon-flexvol, "2023-07-06T19:26:04.504015Z", 24291184, 0

bitnami/moodle, "2023-08-04T00:46:51.272662Z", 24104380, 0

rancher/log-aggregator, "2021-08-04T18:42:52.025883Z", 23931357, 0

docker/ucp-kube-compose, "2020-06-26T17:32:22.061746Z", 23704100, 0

docker/ucp-calico-kube-controllers, "2020-06-26T17:31:58.177012Z", 23672559, 0

docker/ucp-kube-dns-sidecar, "2020-06-26T17:32:25.259138Z", 23638924, 0

docker/ucp-kube-dns, "2020-06-26T17:32:26.413069Z", 23637783, 0

docker/ucp-kube-dns-dnsmasq-nanny, "2020-06-26T17:32:23.81287Z", 23621835, 0

bitnami/pgpool, "2023-08-04T05:12:02.55797Z", 23245647, 0

redhat/ubi8, "2023-05-19T12:05:55.325736Z", 23056050, 0

rancher/cluster-proportional-autoscaler, "2020-09-02T20:36:37.206441Z", 22723420, 0

kasmweb/firefox, "2023-08-04T07:34:19.926845Z", 22258450, 0

bitnami/jmx-exporter, "2023-08-03T13:35:21.372259Z", 22222966, 0

rancher/kube-api-auth, "2023-07-12T15:28:19.764788Z", 22163619, 0

kasmweb/chrome, "2023-08-04T07:30:35.626062Z", 21879407, 0

launchdarkly/ld-relay, "2023-06-21T17:54:26.594813Z", 21909455, 0

newrelic/nri-prometheus, "2023-08-04T03:09:02.577612Z", 21839926, 0
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rancher/mirrored-library-busybox, "2022-12-22T22:54:42.130397Z", 22314693, 0

bitnami/prometheus-operator, "2023-08-03T15:07:13.221975Z", 21648502, 0

rancher/nginx-ingress-controller-defaultbackend, "2019-04-08T20:55:10.518303Z", 21568540, 0

percona/percona-server-mongodb, "2023-06-06T13:41:06.337303Z", 21629640, 0

snyk/kubernetes-monitor, "2023-07-25T16:19:34.688504Z", 21232456, 0

docker/kube-compose-api-server, "2022-02-14T14:04:05.272601Z", 21107204, 0

hashicorp/consul-enterprise, "2023-06-27T14:08:02.140348Z", 21516996, 0

rancher/jimmidyson-configmap-reload, "2022-02-17T18:40:54.565854Z", 20529095, 0

rancher/mirrored-library-traefik, "2023-04-20T06:56:37.743756Z", 20531515, 0

rancher/library-traefik, "2022-02-17T18:45:33.189837Z", 20155635, 0

rancher/rancher-operator, "2022-08-16T16:42:30.976714Z", 19877727, 0

jetbrains/teamcity-agent, "2023-07-28T19:33:31.529818Z", 19694966, 0

bitnami/kubeapps-dashboard, "2023-08-03T18:48:27.563109Z", 19598241, 0

rancher/system-agent-installer-k3s, "2023-07-28T15:50:25.426074Z", 19611790, 0

bitnami/solr, "2023-08-03T17:08:02.803561Z", 19390056, 2

circleci/dynamodb, "2022-02-22T15:54:20.508512Z", 19238374, 0

atlassian/pipelines-awscli, "2022-06-29T03:29:12.696278Z", 18915005, 0

cimg/redis, "2023-07-11T16:50:16.76445Z", 19253675, 0

appdynamics/cluster-agent-operator, "2023-07-28T16:25:10.526924Z", 18874790, 0

docker/ucp-kube-compose-api, "2020-06-26T17:32:20.792849Z", 18545943, 0

docker/ucp-azure-ip-allocator, "2020-06-26T17:31:54.656754Z", 18209517, 0

appdynamics/machine-agent-analytics, "2023-01-30T14:23:23.347437Z", 18010466, 0

purestorage/k8s, "2022-07-22T12:50:32.25022Z", 17623250, 0

kasmweb/tor-browser, "2023-08-04T07:34:42.787451Z", 17588488, 0

docker/kube-compose-controller, "2022-02-14T14:04:14.604841Z", 17442315, 0

rancher/coreos-prometheus-config-reloader, "2022-02-17T18:57:24.297091Z", 17346299, 0

passbolt/passbolt, "2023-08-04T09:08:19.416987Z", 17242006, 0

percona/percona-server-mongodb-operator, "2023-03-07T17:12:31.505722Z", 17152328, 0

hashicorp/consul-k8s, "2021-06-22T18:55:30.88334Z", 17156270, 0

bitnami/kafka-exporter, "2023-08-03T14:07:16.269237Z", 17121509, 0

rancher/grafana-grafana, "2022-02-17T18:37:16.094119Z", 17016392, 0

bitnami/openldap, "2023-08-04T02:46:30.635154Z", 17325155, 0

docker/ecs-secrets-sidecar, "2023-08-02T17:22:10.27177Z", 16955064, 0

circleci/buildpack-deps, "2022-02-22T16:12:06.680663Z", 16837627, 0

rancher/mirrored-flannelcni-flannel-cni-plugin, "2022-12-06T14:34:03.744018Z", 16931966, 0

jetbrains/hub, "2023-07-26T15:43:55.275896Z", 16883487, 0

kasmweb/desktop-deluxe, "2023-08-04T07:47:38.205769Z", 16712221, 0

rancher/longhorn-manager, "2019-05-18T18:59:17.506076Z", 16462435, 0

bitnami/envoy, "2023-08-04T06:10:34.496542Z", 16562348, 0

circleci/picard, "2023-08-03T15:54:19.497959Z", 16375427, 0

rancher/rancher-webhook, "2023-08-02T18:45:45.089749Z", 16454575, 0

grafana/loki-canary, "2023-08-04T11:39:45.83247Z", 16326603, 0

docker/dtr-registry, "2020-06-26T17:18:08.505061Z", 16023429, 0

docker/dtr-rethink, "2020-06-26T17:18:01.196343Z", 15897000, 0

rancher/mirrored-flannelcni-flannel, "2022-12-01T06:48:17.707386Z", 16077698, 0

bitnami/apache-exporter, "2023-08-03T16:38:09.47141Z", 15843044, 0

docker/dtr-jobrunner, "2020-06-26T17:17:46.874308Z", 15758878, 0

docker/highland_builder, "2023-06-20T10:44:45.459826Z", 15710268, 0

airbyte/webapp, "2023-08-04T05:48:33.711673Z", 15746762, 0

rancher/scheduler, "2019-01-22T00:14:11.062564Z", 15701778, 0

bitnami/thanos, "2023-08-03T22:21:16.682986Z", 15669566, 0

rancher/library-busybox, "2022-02-17T18:44:43.412488Z", 15568944, 0

grafana/tempo, "2023-08-02T21:24:21.829184Z", 15681584, 0

kasmweb/desktop, "2023-08-04T07:39:52.558038Z", 15487009, 0

datadog/agent-dev, "2023-08-04T11:24:51.306603Z", 15508045, 0

docker/dtr-notary-server, "2020-06-26T17:18:20.903222Z", 15424615, 0

docker/dtr-notary-signer, "2020-06-26T17:17:38.025762Z", 15419355, 0

grafana/grafana-oss, "2023-08-04T10:48:32.974057Z", 15516151, 0

docker/dtr-nginx, "2020-06-26T17:17:54.948692Z", 15287706, 0

rancher/prometheus-auth, "2022-12-14T21:03:13.965139Z", 15212620, 0

cimg/php, "2023-08-02T09:44:42.227728Z", 15197719, 0

vmware/powerclicore, "2023-05-05T13:24:11.184869Z", 14977738, 0

bitnami/elasticsearch-exporter, "2023-08-03T10:26:56.429724Z", 14488610, 0
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bitnami/magento, "2023-08-03T21:21:04.999538Z", 14123627, 0

continuumio/anaconda3, "2023-07-18T15:45:56.30876Z", 13786416, 0

bitnami/mysqld-exporter, "2023-08-03T20:17:03.928396Z", 13756522, 0

bitnami/neo4j, "2023-08-04T00:06:00.233343Z", 13681383, 0

rancher/mirrored-cluster-proportional-autoscaler, "2022-09-13T00:00:28.04282Z", 13576543, 0

pingidentity/pingfederate, "2023-08-03T08:15:57.493536Z", 13415434, 0

bitnami/nginx-exporter, "2023-08-02T12:45:18.138021Z", 13517613, 0

rancher/mirrored-prometheus-prometheus, "2022-09-29T17:58:48.377141Z", 13439413, 0

rancher/mirrored-prometheus-operator-prometheus-config-reloader, "2022-09-29T17:57:23.01803Z", 13352358, 0

rancher/security-scan, "2023-07-26T18:58:20.537365Z", 13236283, 0

bitnami/keycloak, "2023-08-02T22:27:04.207217Z", 13332803, 0

formio/formio-enterprise, "2023-08-02T01:32:23.365018Z", 13195302, 0

bitnami/spring-cloud-dataflow, "2023-08-01T13:05:33.707771Z", 13814475, 0

rancher/istio-kubectl, "2020-09-18T00:29:28.375589Z", 12972460, 0

amazon/aws-fsx-csi-driver, "2022-12-09T20:35:21.283161Z", 12992025, 0

rancher/metrics-server-amd64, "2018-10-02T18:47:53.468454Z", 12979232, 0

pachyderm/pachd, "2023-08-04T09:59:27.639197Z", 12764322, 0

bitnami/spring-cloud-skipper, "2023-08-01T19:37:12.381301Z", 13436445, 0

portainer/portainer-ee, "2023-07-06T23:30:11.771965Z", 12749629, 0

rancher/k8s, "2019-09-03T22:13:10.972599Z", 12497076, 0

bitnami/discourse, "2023-08-03T22:07:43.899049Z", 12521625, 0

redislabs/redisearch, "2023-07-31T18:23:50.942647Z", 12596029, 0

circleci/clojure, "2022-05-01T03:01:38.655182Z", 12495768, 0

docker/desktop-kubernetes, "2023-06-09T20:49:52.238632Z", 12456396, 0

redislabs/rebloom, "2023-08-02T13:54:39.12401Z", 12377391, 0

bitnami/spark, "2023-08-03T20:28:26.947312Z", 12362163, 0

rancher/container-crontab, "2018-03-08T18:43:58.904718Z", 12073962, 0

nginx/unit, "2023-02-28T20:59:55.033011Z", 11959606, 0

qualys/qcs-sensor, "2023-07-15T05:07:05.088186Z", 12009142, 0

hashicorp/waypoint, "2023-07-18T18:09:52.746631Z", 11997402, 0

bitnami/consul, "2023-08-03T08:20:25.074333Z", 11811536, 0

atlassian/artifactory-sidekick, "2023-05-16T23:59:26.384225Z", 11803786, 0

snyk/snyk-cli, "2023-08-03T11:24:02.674992Z", 11928211, 0

google/docker-registry, "2015-11-14T08:53:45.020336Z", 11555223, 0

mattermost/mattermost-enterprise-edition, "2023-08-04T07:03:39.976734Z", 11445079, 0

percona/pmm-server, "2023-07-13T19:20:33.158293Z", 11393453, 0

mariadb/server, "2021-05-07T19:26:01.247228Z", 11216148, 0

rancher/mirrored-calico-kube-controllers, "2023-07-06T19:23:37.760519Z", 11268283, 0

cimg/android, "2023-08-02T21:52:11.997095Z", 11308354, 0

portainer/templates, "2018-06-11T14:17:05.345342Z", 11009138, 0

rancher/mirrored-cloud-provider-vsphere-csi-release-driver, "2023-08-04T10:02:11.702302Z", 11022936, 0

docker/dtr-api, "2020-06-26T17:18:36.166011Z", 10964191, 0

puppet/puppetdb, "2022-04-04T18:45:38.534065Z", 10755298, 0

rancher/coreos-prometheus-operator, "2022-02-17T18:57:36.153606Z", 10780262, 0

rancher/configmap-reload, "2021-01-28T22:45:52.79732Z", 10769452, 0

redislabs/redisinsight, "2023-05-02T17:28:36.223583Z", 10729915, 0

ubuntu/nginx, "2023-06-16T14:44:47.924816Z", 10669411, 0

rancher/mirrored-grafana-grafana, "2022-10-07T03:23:47.748983Z", 10665566, 0

rancher/coreos-kube-state-metrics, "2020-09-11T23:19:36.611842Z", 10555139, 0

circleci/mariadb, "2022-02-22T15:46:35.244149Z", 10317519, 0

bitnami/jasperreports, "2023-08-03T19:51:39.407412Z", 10298121, 0

snyk/broker, "2023-08-02T10:15:46.487542Z", 10049082, 0

bitnami/php-fpm, "2023-08-03T20:26:30.463926Z", 10101064, 0

pingidentity/pingdirectory, "2023-08-03T08:12:56.156106Z", 9505936, 0

bitnami/cert-manager, "2023-08-02T13:03:51.907708Z", 9446828, 0

bitnami/metallb-speaker, "2023-08-03T23:32:54.981416Z", 9450683, 0

apachepinot/pinot, "2023-08-04T11:43:19.674116Z", 9414540, 0

rancher/pushprox-client, "2021-06-03T01:08:18.941575Z", 9375042, 0

rancher/mirrored-kiwigrid-k8s-sidecar, "2022-10-07T03:47:20.622436Z", 9125150, 0

rancher/pushprox-proxy, "2021-06-03T01:08:21.710539Z", 9068924, 0

bitnami/airflow, "2023-08-03T10:27:13.980813Z", 8986665, 0

cimg/mysql, "2022-08-19T19:40:20.831406Z", 9018540, 0

hashicorp/vault-csi-provider, "2023-04-28T16:24:49.127641Z", 9020078, 0
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circleci/builder-base, "2017-01-11T22:07:04.548307Z", 8686672, 0

rancher/system-upgrade-controller, "2023-07-21T22:35:59.122206Z", 8654027, 0

bitnami/metallb-controller, "2023-08-03T23:39:59.772393Z", 8620346, 0

cimg/elixir, "2023-08-04T11:30:18.042771Z", 8618503, 0

snyk/snyk, "2023-07-30T00:13:07.706475Z", 8625057, 0

rancher/pause-amd64, "2018-04-25T06:36:47.774914Z", 8478969, 0

intel/intel-gpu-plugin, "2023-07-17T18:31:56.720829Z", 8566767, 0

hashicorp/boundary, "2023-07-18T12:12:01.655444Z", 8291022, 0

rancher/hardened-kubernetes, "2023-07-19T21:56:29.289483Z", 8266055, 0

bitnami/jenkins, "2023-08-01T19:03:26.261654Z", 8189551, 0

rancher/kubectl, "2023-07-25T06:38:56.877099Z", 8050806, 0

bitnami/contour, "2023-08-02T13:08:36.189177Z", 8011878, 0

rancher/k3s-upgrade, "2023-07-28T01:29:46.813327Z", 7971722, 0

bellsoft/liberica-openjdk-debian, "2023-07-20T15:23:01.352577Z", 7895466, 0

bitnami/airflow-worker, "2023-08-03T06:05:44.195899Z", 7870203, 0

bitnami/suitecrm, "2023-08-01T20:00:57.031629Z", 7772480, 0

amazon/opendistro-for-elasticsearch-kibana, "2021-04-07T18:53:22.555031Z", 7735493, 0

rancher/mirrored-prometheus-alertmanager, "2022-09-29T17:58:02.4656Z", 7722145, 0

datadog/dd-trace-ci, "2023-08-03T11:53:52.914379Z", 7711558, 0

rancher/cis-operator, "2023-06-08T12:35:32.900389Z", 7609483, 0

rancher/coreos-etcd, "2021-05-13T15:45:24.568748Z", 7583178, 0

bitnami/tomcat, "2023-08-01T20:42:14.420518Z", 7543974, 3

couchbase/server, "2023-08-03T00:05:16.549075Z", 7417207, 0

bitnami/drupal, "2023-08-03T10:22:19.967497Z", 7354086, 2

bitnami/airflow-scheduler, "2023-08-03T06:07:23.533559Z", 7350782, 0

mattermost/mattermost-prod-app, "2022-05-05T17:30:39.095707Z", 7309220, 0

appdynamics/cluster-agent, "2023-07-28T16:22:50.00572Z", 7307872, 0

rancher/mirrored-kube-state-metrics-kube-state-metrics, "2022-09-29T17:38:36.127857Z", 7336223, 0

rancher/mirrored-fluent-fluent-bit, "2022-08-31T19:59:22.626536Z", 7266233, 0

rancher/nginx, "2023-06-29T21:00:47.021834Z", 7146152, 0

circleci/elixir, "2022-01-01T00:49:46.291768Z", 7124356, 0

bitnami/pgbouncer, "2023-08-04T05:13:03.029889Z", 7088216, 0

rancher/library-nginx, "2022-02-17T18:45:05.372107Z", 6922899, 0

docker/buildx-bin, "2023-08-03T09:28:07.526721Z", 6951664, 0

intel/intel-gpu-initcontainer, "2023-07-17T18:54:39.01951Z", 7044114, 0

docker/desktop-storage-provisioner, "2021-04-26T17:06:14.455202Z", 6898842, 0

docker/desktop-vpnkit-controller, "2023-05-15T16:12:16.309626Z", 6902727, 0

bitnami/configmap-reload, "2023-08-03T07:50:49.008568Z", 6779433, 0

redislabs/rejson, "2023-07-30T10:49:21.417942Z", 6690634, 0

cimg/rust, "2023-08-04T08:21:53.031355Z", 6719856, 0

rancher/kiali-kiali, "2022-02-17T18:56:51.866184Z", 6655248, 0

bitnami/memcached-exporter, "2023-08-03T23:24:41.332795Z", 6537046, 0

grafana/grafana-enterprise, "2023-08-04T10:53:33.107006Z", 6450442, 0

mirantis/ucp-interlock-config, "2023-07-13T15:44:59.218049Z", 6379647, 0

docker/github-actions, "2020-04-22T15:27:34.373551Z", 6276235, 0

continuumio/miniconda, "2019-10-16T20:41:27.775471Z", 6127843, 0

rancher/prom-alertmanager, "2022-02-17T18:51:03.661013Z", 6128970, 0

solace/solace-product-download, "2020-04-22T14:26:03.968046Z", 6115873, 0

rancher/mirrored-prometheus-operator-prometheus-operator, "2022-09-29T17:57:44.894535Z", 6069036, 0

percona/pmm-client, "2023-07-13T19:37:42.780734Z", 5996763, 0

airbyte/worker, "2023-08-04T05:49:16.47019Z", 5976214, 0

appdynamics/java-agent, "2023-07-31T10:54:33.686796Z", 6003874, 0

hashicorp/vault-enterprise, "2023-07-25T18:16:59.788559Z", 5851757, 0

kasmweb/vs-code, "2023-08-04T07:42:35.390049Z", 5808627, 0

kasmweb/terminal, "2023-08-04T07:44:18.353663Z", 5783316, 0

kasmweb/ubuntu-bionic-desktop, "2023-05-03T07:24:17.752578Z", 5646354, 0

bitnami/influxdb, "2023-08-03T13:02:52.845063Z", 5640063, 0

bitnami/harbor-core, "2023-08-03T12:17:43.309021Z", 5577218, 0

rancher/mirrored-coreos-flannel, "2022-02-17T18:59:05.252821Z", 5565995, 0

portainer/portainer-k8s-beta, "2020-06-18T00:10:50.644263Z", 5542231, 0

kasmweb/remmina, "2023-08-04T07:39:21.604147Z", 5510959, 0

sysdig/falco, "2019-01-19T01:15:16.849293Z", 5487124, 0

airbyte/server, "2023-08-04T05:48:48.809194Z", 5523592, 0
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kasmweb/vlc, "2023-08-04T07:40:45.168669Z", 5491002, 0

opensearchproject/opensearch-dashboards, "2023-07-24T18:43:32.543856Z", 5505194, 0

kasmweb/gimp, "2023-08-04T07:37:09.465345Z", 5384140, 0

mattermost/mattermost-preview, "2023-07-27T12:13:32.038664Z", 5317681, 0

bitnami/chartmuseum, "2023-05-21T23:12:23.537673Z", 5313424, 0

grafana/tempo-query, "2023-08-02T21:24:26.312681Z", 5326205, 0

airbyte/db, "2023-08-04T05:48:37.680868Z", 5261999, 0

newrelic/newrelic-pixie-integration, "2023-06-22T00:40:20.052442Z", 5059135, 0

circleci/build-image, "2017-10-26T00:19:58.422447Z", 4983101, 0

bitnami/odoo, "2023-08-04T04:44:25.501Z", 4981522, 0
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mattermost/mattermost-build-webapp, "2022-08-02T12:26:06.470944Z", 399622, 0

rancher/os-rootfs, "2021-02-05T19:49:41.081836Z", 398664, 0

rancher/network-policy-manager, "2018-07-08T21:18:16.022312Z", 397182, 0

balenalib/cybertan-ze250-ubuntu-python, "2021-04-19T09:15:06.815676Z", 396633, 0

docker/welcome-to-docker, "2023-06-20T18:03:41.011523Z", 425420, 0

ubuntu/redis, "2023-06-19T12:17:01.071186Z", 396239, 0

rancher/mirrored-sig-storage-csi-provisioner, "2023-05-19T00:58:51.626034Z", 404018, 0

mattermost/mattermost-operator, "2023-05-23T16:18:58.166388Z", 398724, 0

rancher/istio-node-agent-k8s, "2020-09-11T23:19:30.807361Z", 395304, 0

google/apigee-connect-agent, "2022-09-27T22:59:13.472022Z", 395060, 0

docker/extended-logs-extension, "2022-04-28T21:04:20.727416Z", 397332, 0

airbyte/destination-s3, "2023-07-04T08:42:27.11437Z", 408710, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-node, "2023-08-03T21:07:27.902141Z", 391959, 0

vmware/clair-photon, "2018-08-10T07:07:38.981103Z", 390476, 0

newrelic/ohaik, "2018-04-11T14:08:15.69608Z", 389626, 0

rancher/mirrored-squareup-ghostunnel, "2021-02-19T17:54:18.027718Z", 389231, 0

rancher/longhornio-longhorn-engine, "2022-09-09T18:05:04.149624Z", 389148, 0

ubuntu/zookeeper, "2023-07-07T12:51:13.138202Z", 394608, 0

docker/v1.10-migrator, "2016-02-19T19:57:49.751771Z", 386614, 0

bitnami/keycloak-config-cli, "2023-08-02T17:26:40.464867Z", 391184, 0

rancher/mirrored-messagebird-sachet, "2022-12-23T06:41:45.208098Z", 386376, 0

balenalib/aarch64-alpine-node, "2023-08-03T23:41:51.711454Z", 385416, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-debian-node, "2023-08-03T21:08:02.730347Z", 383088, 0
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rancher/helm-controller, "2023-07-28T19:05:35.441489Z", 385109, 0

rancher/mirrored-k8scsi-livenessprobe, "2021-04-28T23:56:50.978315Z", 387948, 0

newrelic/cluster-api-controller, "2019-09-04T14:54:33.648687Z", 381255, 0

rancher/mirrored-sig-storage-csi-node-driver-registrar, "2023-08-04T10:42:14.957042Z", 385818, 0

google/apigee-hybrid-cassandra-client, "2022-09-27T23:02:33.889134Z", 378735, 0

rancher/mirrored-longhornio-longhorn-share-manager, "2023-07-26T21:03:18.450868Z", 379361, 0

docker/for-desktop-kernel, "2023-07-18T11:53:58.004045Z", 376581, 0

circleci/java, "2017-05-22T04:18:43.926615Z", 374870, 0

balenalib/generic-armv7ahf-node, "2023-06-28T06:04:47.49232Z", 374788, 0

balenalib/imx6ul-var-dart-alpine-node, "2023-07-04T22:49:55.892415Z", 373863, 0

balenalib/imx7-var-som-debian-node, "2023-06-28T06:02:47.020913Z", 373313, 0

okteto/okteto, "2023-08-04T11:33:10.337657Z", 374209, 0

airbyte/source-google-sheets, "2023-07-11T18:32:16.574488Z", 379337, 0

snyk/code-agent, "2023-08-02T10:20:32.593147Z", 372717, 0

onlyoffice/mailserver, "2023-05-26T11:06:56.339636Z", 370048, 0

rancher/mirrored-directxman12-k8s-prometheus-adapter-amd64, "2021-04-05T21:52:57.484068Z", 367380, 0

rancher/mirrored-sig-storage-csi-attacher, "2023-05-19T00:56:49.84019Z", 375438, 0

balenalib/imx6ul-var-dart-debian-node, "2023-06-28T06:03:30.882575Z", 366834, 0

docker/ucp-secureoverlay-agent, "2020-06-26T16:49:56.788822Z", 366623, 0

redhat/ubi8-micro, "2023-06-27T18:07:06.586367Z", 369596, 0

balenalib/intel-edison-alpine-python, "2023-08-01T23:40:22.293971Z", 367224, 0

amazon/aws-virtual-gpu-device-plugin, "2020-03-25T17:47:53.141254Z", 367976, 0

bitnami/parse-dashboard, "2023-08-04T04:16:50.435043Z", 362275, 0

docker/ucp-secureoverlay-mgr, "2020-06-26T16:49:59.057182Z", 361733, 0

rancher/wmi_exporter-package, "2021-02-10T23:44:47.402656Z", 360193, 0

bitnami/cainjector, "2023-08-01T14:58:52.707791Z", 363917, 0

bitnamicharts/common, "2023-07-04T10:38:54.096313Z", 397146, 0

google/apigee-stackdriver-logging-agent, "2022-04-08T17:58:50.681006Z", 359710, 0

bitnami/cert-manager-webhook, "2023-08-01T21:33:40.748712Z", 362014, 0

balenalib/artik10-ubuntu-node, "2022-08-02T22:49:21.30081Z", 357647, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-28T15:19:48.858566Z", 357498, 0

ddosify/ddosify, "2023-07-26T11:10:50.799254Z", 364894, 0

cockroachdb/cockroach-unstable, "2023-05-04T18:24:19.105389Z", 356825, 0

onlyoffice/controlpanel, "2023-05-26T11:07:01.720363Z", 356018, 0

newrelic/k8s-nri-kafka, "2020-02-05T21:40:45.69593Z", 355659, 0

rancher/dapper, "2022-07-07T18:08:25.182497Z", 358779, 0

pingidentity/apache-jmeter, "2022-08-24T08:02:01.485295Z", 354907, 0

balenalib/artik530-ubuntu-node, "2022-08-02T22:49:27.498618Z", 354520, 0

rancher/mirrored-k8scsi-csi-node-driver-registrar, "2021-04-28T23:56:20.056668Z", 356427, 0

bitnami/sealed-secrets, "2023-07-26T07:50:21.923532Z", 357811, 0

balenalib/artik5-debian-node, "2022-07-22T18:21:00.816126Z", 353915, 0

balena/open-balena-registry, "2023-07-19T23:18:07.63114Z", 354179, 0

rancher/hardened-dns-node-cache, "2023-06-07T16:20:32.146062Z", 360592, 0

rancher/hardened-multus-cni, "2023-07-07T10:54:58.512389Z", 366928, 0

bitnami/golang, "2023-08-02T00:10:38.612511Z", 354586, 0

balenalib/armv7hf-node, "2023-06-27T05:52:43.505567Z", 351195, 0

hashicorp/jsii-terraform, "2023-08-04T10:39:34.455372Z", 351690, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-alpine-python, "2023-08-03T21:06:31.839134Z", 351971, 0

mirantis/dtr-content-cache, "2023-07-19T14:23:08.986398Z", 351871, 0

mirantis/ucp-kube-dns-dnsmasq-nanny, "2022-01-18T00:09:18.424183Z", 351350, 0

opensearchproject/data-prepper, "2023-07-12T18:44:07.015073Z", 356128, 0

rancher/storage-ebs, "2019-10-02T19:26:51.952654Z", 347254, 0

rancher/etc-host-updater, "2017-07-21T17:42:00.138833Z", 347015, 0

balenalib/artik530-node, "2022-07-22T18:24:27.062975Z", 346443, 0

mirantis/ucp-kube-dns-sidecar, "2022-01-18T00:09:19.990652Z", 345886, 0

mirantis/ucp-kube-dns, "2022-01-18T00:09:21.581749Z", 345060, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-pocket-alpine-node, "2023-06-28T00:47:50.335676Z", 341208, 0

rancher/os-kernel, "2020-04-22T08:29:17.875557Z", 340518, 0

mattermost/mattermost-build-server, "2023-01-18T09:26:46.108728Z", 340311, 0

rancher/mirrored-coreos-kube-state-metrics, "2021-02-19T17:52:46.351839Z", 338902, 0

hashicorp/mysql-portworx-demo, "2019-03-06T15:26:05.942694Z", 338558, 0

hashicorp/envconsul, "2023-05-22T21:44:17.491298Z", 340073, 0

datadog/agent-arm64, "2021-07-13T15:05:52.158509Z", 336568, 0
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balenalib/jetson-tx1-alpine-node, "2023-07-15T11:25:29.25384Z", 335868, 0

vmware/vcsim, "2023-08-04T03:16:01.53596Z", 336538, 0

kong/grpcbin, "2022-04-12T19:17:33.861638Z", 339080, 0

mattermost/mm-ee-test, "2023-06-19T05:09:11.579847Z", 332900, 0

snyk/snyk-pipe, "2023-06-16T15:53:49.719457Z", 331638, 0

balenalib/amd64-debian-node, "2023-08-03T19:37:51.224868Z", 331087, 0

kasmweb/ubuntu-jammy-desktop, "2023-08-04T08:17:00.660315Z", 334489, 0

redislabs/olmtest, "2023-08-04T02:16:49.250488Z", 330965, 0

jetbrains/teamcity-minimal-agent, "2023-07-28T19:29:41.268375Z", 329564, 0

rancher/longhornio-csi-resizer, "2022-05-04T18:58:58.859197Z", 327356, 0

hashicorp/demo-webapp-lb-guide, "2019-10-22T23:00:03.99187Z", 326822, 0

balenalib/armv7hf-alpine-python, "2023-06-13T05:07:20.406883Z", 326156, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-alpine-node, "2023-08-04T00:52:23.422337Z", 326047, 0

puppet/pdk, "2023-07-18T10:07:10.293342Z", 324628, 0

greenbone/cert-bund-data, "2023-08-04T07:28:28.553769Z", 327241, 0

kong/kuma-init, "2023-08-04T12:02:32.513859Z", 328393, 0

rancher/ui-plugin-operator, "2023-04-04T20:42:19.694965Z", 324576, 0

balenalib/artik533s-debian-node, "2022-07-22T18:22:47.786779Z", 317692, 0

balenalib/amd64-node, "2023-08-03T19:37:51.898739Z", 317205, 0

balenalib/armv7hf-alpine, "2023-06-07T22:31:44.910398Z", 315748, 0

docker/ucp-istio-node-agent-k8s, "2020-06-26T16:49:40.620487Z", 313861, 0

airbyte/source-salesforce, "2023-08-02T07:49:47.950459Z", 319443, 0

airbyte/source-facebook-marketing, "2023-07-27T22:35:58.847894Z", 322005, 0

rancher/longhorn-ui, "2019-05-18T18:29:53.755796Z", 312305, 0

astronomerinc/ap-prisma, "2021-04-27T00:43:54.378257Z", 311121, 0

grafana/tanka, "2023-08-02T16:10:31.09533Z", 316971, 0

balenalib/artik10-debian-node, "2022-07-22T18:22:22.710774Z", 309830, 0

balenalib/artik5-alpine-golang, "2022-08-04T08:13:06.36269Z", 309493, 0

docker/ucp-istio-pilot, "2020-06-26T16:49:43.232594Z", 308736, 0

jetbrains/qodana-jvm-community, "2023-07-20T08:01:09.872572Z", 314671, 0

rancher/istio-coredns-plugin, "2022-08-29T17:40:40.400946Z", 308339, 0

balenalib/apalis-imx6q-fedora-python, "2022-08-05T00:17:42.552206Z", 307681, 0

rancher/logstash-config, "2015-10-15T23:38:51.36369Z", 307274, 0

balenalib/amd64-ubuntu-golang, "2023-07-28T08:51:05.679062Z", 307001, 0

balenalib/aarch64-debian-node, "2023-08-04T00:27:53.806249Z", 307703, 0

ambassador/ambassador-agent, "2023-04-20T16:06:55.631697Z", 314965, 0

rancher/pre-pull-images, "2018-06-01T18:44:40.964938Z", 303738, 0

rancher/mirrored-neuvector-controller, "2023-07-08T00:19:04.707061Z", 313409, 0

kasmweb/ubuntu-focal-desktop, "2023-08-04T08:15:18.256054Z", 308176, 0

atlassian/bamboo-agent-base, "2023-07-26T10:32:10.556406Z", 304120, 0

docker/dev-environments-go, "2022-09-23T15:58:57.050093Z", 303507, 0

rancher/netes, "2017-09-23T22:33:49.45567Z", 302332, 0

airbyte/source-mysql, "2023-08-03T22:59:26.287527Z", 305813, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-ubuntu-node, "2023-06-11T02:43:55.556179Z", 300275, 0

rancher/cert-manager-controller, "2019-10-22T22:35:43.885041Z", 299051, 0

puppet/puppet-bolt, "2023-03-16T22:24:11.475467Z", 299008, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-node, "2023-07-02T08:24:47.551578Z", 298817, 0

balena/open-balena-db, "2023-04-21T13:42:04.661141Z", 299289, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-debian, "2023-06-27T03:22:52.501257Z", 298311, 0

rancher/mirrored-cilium-operator-aws, "2023-07-28T07:53:11.684401Z", 300213, 0

balenalib/apalis-imx6q-ubuntu-golang, "2022-08-03T20:28:12.893203Z", 295092, 0

rancher/mirrored-cilium-operator-azure, "2023-07-28T07:53:53.584294Z", 296413, 0

rancher/mirrored-calico-apiserver, "2023-07-06T19:19:31.108106Z", 295783, 0

kumahq/kubectl, "2022-04-22T16:54:36.621174Z", 299236, 0

rancher/mirrored-sig-storage-snapshot-validation-webhook, "2023-08-03T09:03:15.598751Z", 317189, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx1-ubuntu-node, "2023-06-26T17:09:51.517621Z", 292233, 0

balenalib/imx7-var-som-node, "2023-06-28T06:02:48.868968Z", 291993, 0

bitnamicharts/redis, "2023-08-02T09:57:58.817293Z", 324532, 0

bitnami/jupyterhub, "2023-08-02T17:51:52.833595Z", 293169, 0

rancher/mirrored-sig-storage-snapshot-controller, "2023-02-24T22:52:03.183173Z", 315228, 0

kong/pulp-resource-manager, "2022-08-24T17:15:22.07819Z", 289458, 0

datadog/dd-lib-java-init, "2023-07-31T17:27:20.325665Z", 293674, 0

mattermost/cloud-db-factory-horizontal-scaling, "2021-12-09T11:00:58.895423Z", 286294, 0
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datadog/dd-appsec-php-ci, "2023-07-28T13:26:44.588559Z", 289759, 0

balenalib/kitra710-alpine-node, "2023-08-04T02:16:11.103559Z", 286063, 0

mirantis/k8s-netchecker-agent, "2018-01-17T09:40:37.266352Z", 286797, 0

rancher/portainer-agent, "2017-03-03T00:06:30.136811Z", 285430, 0

balenalib/armv7hf-alpine-golang, "2023-06-17T14:34:50.229294Z", 285355, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-alpine-node, "2023-06-25T03:47:53.732339Z", 285015, 0

rancher/gke-operator, "2023-07-20T09:12:00.453247Z", 285626, 0

balenalib/i386-ubuntu-python, "2021-09-21T07:09:47.791209Z", 283310, 0

rancher/kubernetes-auth, "2017-08-17T04:00:56.451094Z", 282558, 0

rancher/os-syslog, "2021-02-05T19:50:19.733748Z", 282415, 0

rancher/istio-install-cni, "2022-03-25T16:11:05.033671Z", 283048, 0

circleci/rabbitmq-delayed, "2020-10-28T16:31:01.765508Z", 283238, 0

atlassian/pipelines-agent-metric-sidecar, "2019-11-12T22:33:50.232868Z", 282062, 0

mirantis/k8s-netchecker-server, "2018-01-17T09:39:01.92264Z", 282259, 0

balenalib/artik10-node, "2022-07-22T18:22:41.331008Z", 281823, 0

newrelic/cluster-api-aws-controller, "2019-09-26T22:57:56.944344Z", 282350, 0

circleci/logging-collector, "2023-08-03T14:02:47.275361Z", 296167, 0

rancher/os-bootstrap, "2021-02-05T19:49:59.126966Z", 281460, 0

rancher/galera, "2015-12-22T22:25:53.169309Z", 281272, 0

kasmweb/filezilla, "2023-08-04T07:36:23.46426Z", 284152, 0

okteto/hello-world, "2021-09-29T21:52:44.535712Z", 280380, 0

pachyderm/pgbouncer, "2022-11-10T19:39:18.335328Z", 287671, 0

grafana/mimir-build-image, "2023-06-29T17:30:52.62572Z", 283012, 0

bitnami/mxnet, "2023-08-04T01:41:25.043452Z", 277839, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-black-alpine-python, "2023-06-28T02:59:52.107143Z", 277398, 0

grafana/fluent-plugin-loki, "2023-08-04T11:36:27.481594Z", 277647, 0

bitnami/clickhouse, "2023-08-03T15:07:18.481505Z", 283148, 0

bitnami/haproxy, "2023-08-02T15:52:05.500576Z", 282750, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3, "2023-06-27T03:22:53.816454Z", 273673, 0

balenalib/amd64-golang, "2023-08-03T19:34:19.902117Z", 273953, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-green-alpine-node, "2023-06-28T00:47:49.013891Z", 272760, 0

airbyte/source-hubspot, "2023-07-27T17:36:31.796805Z", 278627, 0

balenalib/aarch64-node, "2023-08-04T00:27:54.358501Z", 271509, 0

rancher/coreos-flannel-cni, "2018-08-30T21:51:18.681142Z", 270282, 0

balenalib/armv7hf-debian-node, "2023-06-27T05:52:42.578555Z", 268970, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-python, "2023-06-27T16:07:51.775468Z", 268292, 0

pachyderm/kube-event-tail, "2022-10-27T21:25:03.270484Z", 273717, 0

balenalib/bananapi-m1-plus-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-05T02:19:59.402569Z", 266668, 0

kumahq/kuma-init, "2023-08-04T11:33:30.400398Z", 269146, 0

balenalib/artik530-debian-node, "2022-07-22T18:24:10.139229Z", 265197, 0

rancher/mirrored-library-registry, "2023-05-10T10:40:54.811392Z", 273772, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-debian, "2023-08-03T19:07:25.67288Z", 262418, 0

rancher/istio-installer, "2023-08-03T23:33:22.046293Z", 262822, 0

rancher/openpolicyagent-gatekeeper, "2022-02-17T18:50:38.995518Z", 260092, 0

google/apigee-runtime, "2022-04-21T23:59:35.38604Z", 257924, 0

purestorage/realtime-metrics, "2023-07-12T07:31:07.470492Z", 259138, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-debian-python, "2023-08-03T21:07:32.40994Z", 257708, 0

grafana/grafana-arm64v8-linux, "2021-03-18T17:02:27.731085Z", 256717, 0

kasmweb/libre-office, "2023-08-04T07:44:59.033142Z", 259466, 0

redislabs/redis-webcli, "2021-04-19T14:15:21.021846Z", 257288, 0

rancher/mirrored-cilium-startup-script, "2023-01-17T19:49:45.888088Z", 255982, 0

puppet/puppetexplorer, "2017-10-24T13:02:57.272082Z", 254930, 0

okteto/maven, "2023-07-27T11:52:08.428453Z", 253865, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-05T02:20:10.926332Z", 253465, 0

bitnamicharts/postgresql, "2023-08-01T15:15:20.707963Z", 287812, 0

airbyte/source-e2e-test, "2023-07-12T21:21:45.578425Z", 256743, 0

rancher/longhornio-longhorn-instance-manager, "2022-09-09T18:05:50.712464Z", 252145, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-fedora-python, "2023-07-27T19:47:18.101422Z", 251822, 0

rancher/submariner, "2019-03-12T06:19:12.321055Z", 251784, 0

airbyte/base-airbyte-protocol-python, "2021-04-03T00:54:30.360227Z", 249964, 0

kasmweb/thunderbird, "2023-08-04T07:40:57.154157Z", 252543, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-debian-node, "2023-07-02T08:24:46.038067Z", 248515, 0

rancher/plugins-docker, "2020-09-11T23:19:38.154207Z", 247761, 0
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hashicorp/consul-dataplane, "2023-06-29T17:12:54.816245Z", 251892, 0

docker/ucp-istio-proxyv2, "2020-06-26T16:49:45.845258Z", 246017, 0

balenalib/apalis-imx6q-python, "2022-07-23T19:38:50.667656Z", 245112, 0

balenalib/kitra520-alpine-node, "2022-08-04T10:12:38.411411Z", 244513, 0

balenalib/generic-aarch64-alpine-python, "2023-08-04T02:14:22.610038Z", 244257, 0
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rancher/mesos-master, "2016-12-30T23:25:48.497437Z", 169346, 0

rancher/mirrored-curlimages-curl, "2022-09-29T17:26:55.646331Z", 170986, 0

pachyderm/pachctl, "2023-08-04T10:00:27.838628Z", 174826, 0

balenalib/qemux86-64-node, "2023-08-03T21:08:01.011343Z", 168737, 0

docker/dev-environments-java, "2022-09-23T15:58:59.961424Z", 168642, 0

atlassian/forge-tunnel, "2023-07-31T10:02:18.241479Z", 168394, 0

graphcore/pytorch, "2023-07-04T14:23:00.19569Z", 167364, 0

balenalib/imx7-var-som-alpine-python, "2023-06-26T14:57:49.745215Z", 167065, 0

vmware/platypus, "2018-02-25T09:31:41.032025Z", 167000, 0

amazon/aws-lambda-dotnet, "2023-08-02T10:57:07.091016Z", 167966, 0

rancher/mirrored-jenkins-jnlp-slave, "2021-06-28T16:40:40.59729Z", 167105, 0

balenalib/raspberry-pi2-alpine-python, "2023-06-21T17:46:52.007021Z", 166712, 0

jetbrains/qodana-js, "2023-07-20T08:04:02.763972Z", 173103, 0

datadog/docker-filter, "2019-01-04T14:19:09.909542Z", 166235, 0

balenalib/armv7hf-golang, "2023-06-27T03:02:14.733828Z", 165833, 0

balenalib/raspberry-pi-debian-python, "2023-07-15T23:14:52.619762Z", 165532, 0

rancher/galera-conf, "2015-12-23T19:24:31.611817Z", 165140, 0

grafana/tempo-vulture, "2023-08-02T21:24:24.014211Z", 167292, 0

kasmweb/core-cuda-bionic, "2023-06-30T05:08:06.663975Z", 165114, 0

cockroachdb/example-orms-builder, "2020-07-29T21:38:57.661087Z", 165159, 0

rancher/thanosio-thanos, "2020-09-18T00:31:49.751148Z", 164088, 0

balenalib/artik530-alpine-golang, "2022-08-04T08:13:12.804403Z", 163482, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-ubuntu-golang, "2023-06-14T09:33:41.528626Z", 163385, 0

airbyte/seed, "2021-08-17T18:11:47.276245Z", 163348, 0

balenalib/i386-python, "2023-07-13T08:27:58.281298Z", 163112, 0

okteto/dotnetcore, "2023-07-27T11:52:50.82393Z", 164943, 0

datadog/system-tests, "2023-07-19T15:43:22.74189Z", 183068, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi4-64-node, "2023-08-04T02:12:57.196183Z", 163407, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx1-debian-node, "2023-07-18T18:51:10.160099Z", 162164, 0

balenalib/revpi-core-3-alpine-python, "2023-06-21T17:47:04.367732Z", 161877, 0

rancher/pstauffer-curl, "2020-09-11T23:19:33.518207Z", 161921, 0

balenalib/artik10-python, "2022-07-25T00:36:40.393787Z", 161459, 0
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rancher/mirrored-k8scsi-csi-attacher, "2021-04-28T23:56:13.133633Z", 161710, 0

astronomerinc/ap-houston-api, "2023-08-03T16:33:39.727879Z", 161394, 0

balenalib/cybertan-ze250-ubuntu-golang, "2021-04-11T11:29:36.15613Z", 161297, 0

lacework/k8scollector, "2023-08-04T04:52:01.772075Z", 168558, 0

airbyte/source-redshift, "2023-06-29T01:58:23.434786Z", 161827, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-debian-node, "2023-08-04T01:26:54.788134Z", 161430, 0

hashicorp/nomad-autoscaler, "2022-06-10T15:50:26.328167Z", 161469, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-green-python, "2023-07-11T09:37:26.911383Z", 159512, 0

bitnami/acmesolver, "2023-08-01T15:54:54.316565Z", 159965, 0

google/cadvisor-canary, "2019-01-16T18:35:59.647231Z", 159070, 0

balenalib/apalis-imx6q-alpine-openjdk, "2022-07-19T22:11:40.503658Z", 158939, 0

balenalib/i386-debian-python, "2023-07-13T08:27:56.868724Z", 158890, 0

balenalib/i386-node, "2023-07-15T11:22:38.575501Z", 158591, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi4-64-alpine-node, "2023-08-04T02:16:44.712041Z", 160029, 0

rancher/mirrored-k8scsi-csi-provisioner, "2021-04-28T23:56:37.726269Z", 158607, 0

pingidentity/pingcentral, "2023-08-03T08:12:47.767961Z", 158569, 0

grafana/tns-app, "2021-10-31T13:19:10.855702Z", 161195, 0

mirantis/virtlet, "2019-12-04T20:07:28.009693Z", 157761, 0

rancher/k3d, "2022-02-03T13:00:23.03584Z", 157899, 0

rancher/os-logrotate, "2021-02-05T19:50:13.804155Z", 157175, 0

balenalib/nitrogen6x-debian-node, "2022-07-21T21:38:48.908086Z", 156870, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi4-64-python, "2023-08-04T02:16:15.668859Z", 157288, 0

amazon/aws-lambda-java, "2023-08-02T10:57:33.448669Z", 157239, 0

amazon/aws-lambda-go, "2023-08-02T10:58:54.017594Z", 158157, 0

balenalib/artik5-debian-python, "2022-07-25T00:35:24.024331Z", 156101, 0

balenalib/kitra520-node, "2022-07-22T18:22:44.775016Z", 155966, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-green-debian-python, "2023-07-11T09:37:24.657976Z", 155926, 0

jetbrains/qodana, "2022-10-26T17:34:54.800009Z", 155784, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-ubuntu-golang, "2023-07-28T12:40:51.54253Z", 154976, 0

balenalib/artik533s-alpine-golang, "2022-08-04T08:15:00.917369Z", 154349, 0

appdynamics/appdynamics-cloud-k8s-monitoring, "2023-07-26T07:56:02.844146Z", 160945, 0

okteto/daemon, "2023-08-02T12:55:37.90051Z", 156089, 0

newrelic/synthetics-job-manager, "2023-07-17T17:38:51.60596Z", 157098, 0

cockroachdb/cockroach-operator, "2023-07-12T18:19:58.683682Z", 154827, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-node, "2023-08-04T01:26:56.392084Z", 154234, 0

balenalib/kitra520-debian-node, "2022-07-22T18:22:42.988941Z", 153236, 0

rapidfort/postgresql, "2023-08-03T20:57:33.69394Z", 154778, 0

balenalib/odroid-xu4-debian-node, "2023-06-28T06:03:49.10869Z", 152843, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-ubuntu-python, "2023-07-28T12:49:11.984262Z", 152834, 0

balenalib/qemux86-alpine-python, "2023-07-25T21:13:45.848963Z", 152506, 0

docker/lemming, "2020-04-04T02:04:13.647653Z", 152456, 0

grafana/phlare, "2023-07-20T12:34:24.202007Z", 154108, 0

grafana/logcli, "2023-08-04T11:38:56.151419Z", 152668, 0

balenalib/up-core-alpine-node, "2023-08-03T21:06:07.720643Z", 153878, 0

balenalib/raspberry-pi-alpine-python, "2023-07-04T07:44:59.276841Z", 151248, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-fedora-python, "2023-07-16T17:34:16.088629Z", 151115, 0

grafana/docs-base, "2023-08-03T08:27:22.348712Z", 152739, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-fedora-node, "2023-07-27T21:47:54.50488Z", 150971, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-s-alpine-golang, "2023-07-07T06:15:46.61402Z", 150669, 0

balenalib/apalis-imx6q-golang, "2022-07-29T13:06:13.435657Z", 150229, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx1-node, "2023-07-18T18:51:11.711713Z", 149971, 0

balenalib/var-som-mx6-alpine-node, "2023-07-04T22:49:45.08556Z", 149858, 0

balenalib/i386-debian-node, "2023-07-15T11:22:37.585434Z", 149790, 0

balenalib/artik10-alpine-openjdk, "2022-08-04T08:40:25.522517Z", 149774, 0

google/apigee-istio-proxyv2, "2020-09-25T22:10:20.427461Z", 149486, 0

rancher/thanos, "2020-09-11T23:19:44.086921Z", 149544, 0

vmware/hcx-helm, "2021-01-08T02:54:57.027247Z", 149403, 0

balenalib/qemux86-64-fedora-python, "2023-07-27T19:47:47.671727Z", 149309, 0

balenalib/via-vab820-quad-alpine-node, "2022-07-25T21:26:13.088464Z", 149295, 0

rancher/istio-proxy_init, "2020-06-02T06:09:28.691504Z", 149230, 0

solaceiotteam/apim-connector-server, "2023-05-09T20:57:51.573606Z", 151128, 0

balenalib/artik533s-ubuntu-node, "2022-08-02T22:51:00.453446Z", 149135, 0

astronomerinc/ap-pgbouncer-exporter, "2023-07-07T15:27:18.913395Z", 148727, 0
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greenbone/openvas-scanner, "2023-08-04T11:30:35.286839Z", 151286, 0

balenalib/armv7hf-debian, "2023-06-27T02:42:07.08943Z", 148685, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-64-alpine-node, "2023-08-04T02:16:47.896556Z", 149762, 0

rancher/aks-operator, "2023-06-27T16:47:39.23773Z", 148919, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-pocket-python, "2023-07-11T09:37:31.514817Z", 148011, 0

newrelic/fluentd, "2020-03-26T18:06:52.0873Z", 147815, 0

balenalib/raspberry-pi-debian-node, "2023-07-05T06:21:09.277769Z", 147532, 0

balenalib/kitra520-ubuntu-node, "2022-08-02T22:50:59.202061Z", 147049, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-alpine-golang, "2023-07-04T21:18:06.263152Z", 146922, 0

balenalib/orbitty-tx2-alpine-node, "2023-08-04T02:16:12.835746Z", 146330, 0

vmware/mariadb-photon, "2018-07-30T01:50:52.548763Z", 145977, 0

okteto/rust, "2020-11-18T23:27:09.568236Z", 145280, 0

portainer/golang-builder, "2018-05-20T14:08:51.442371Z", 145190, 0

balenalib/artik533s-python, "2022-07-25T00:36:52.877643Z", 144901, 0

balenalib/kitra520-alpine-golang, "2022-08-04T08:14:58.592801Z", 144741, 0

balenalib/artik530-alpine-openjdk, "2022-08-04T08:42:41.422243Z", 144597, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-pocket-debian-python, "2023-07-11T09:37:29.144452Z", 144422, 0

vmware/notary-signer-photon, "2018-08-10T07:08:15.738669Z", 144356, 0

balena/open-balena-api, "2023-08-02T15:31:13.167637Z", 144191, 0

balenalib/surface-pro-6-alpine-node, "2023-08-03T21:06:09.888989Z", 146314, 0

balenalib/up-core-plus-alpine-node, "2023-08-03T21:06:08.407874Z", 146295, 0

balenalib/artik5-alpine-openjdk, "2022-08-04T08:40:21.572852Z", 143646, 0

couchbase/operator-backup, "2023-06-05T11:16:24.92622Z", 143947, 0

vmware/notary-server-photon, "2018-08-10T07:07:58.636715Z", 143466, 0

greenbone/ospd-openvas, "2023-08-03T07:50:59.97947Z", 146317, 0

bitnami/wavefront-proxy, "2023-06-15T00:25:14.012158Z", 144069, 0

grafana/agentctl, "2023-08-04T08:24:26.41416Z", 145301, 0

amazon/aws-sam-cli-emulation-image-nodejs10.x, "2023-08-02T09:13:52.701231Z", 143198, 0

circleci/vault-cci, "2021-12-14T22:17:16.946958Z", 143181, 0

balenalib/stem-x86-32-alpine-python, "2023-07-25T21:13:47.722731Z", 142413, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-alpine, "2023-08-03T19:06:15.597589Z", 142823, 0

datadog/dogstatsd-dev, "2023-08-04T11:31:19.56001Z", 144257, 0

rancher/mirrored-openpolicyagent-gatekeeper-crds, "2023-04-25T23:21:22.990928Z", 143444, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi4-64-debian, "2023-08-04T00:15:14.572657Z", 142024, 0

balenalib/up-board-alpine-golang, "2023-08-03T19:21:58.90462Z", 142302, 0

solacecommunity/solace-prometheus-exporter, "2023-07-04T08:29:44.710785Z", 141807, 0

jetbrains/qodana-jvm, "2023-07-20T08:00:03.810378Z", 142842, 0

mirantis/k8s-externalipcontroller, "2019-01-04T13:51:51.100975Z", 140743, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-green-wifi-alpine-python, "2023-06-28T03:00:01.154402Z", 140705, 0

pingidentity/ldap-sdk-tools, "2023-08-03T08:10:35.944348Z", 142270, 0

newrelic/k8s-nri-jmx, "2020-01-22T15:42:13.438761Z", 140485, 0

appdynamics/appdynamics-cloud-log-collector-agent, "2023-04-25T00:14:21.17037Z", 145296, 0

kasmweb/tracelabs, "2023-08-04T07:31:06.780764Z", 148797, 0

google/apigee-mart-server, "2022-05-07T01:30:31.325562Z", 139454, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx1-ubuntu-golang, "2023-06-26T16:56:18.901993Z", 139399, 0

greenbone/gpg-data, "2023-07-30T00:14:34.353634Z", 142393, 0

balenalib/artik5-python, "2022-07-25T00:35:26.687383Z", 139229, 0

balenalib/nanopi-neo-air-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-05T02:19:48.099321Z", 139112, 0

docker/ucp-proxy, "2017-01-18T18:30:10.44885Z", 138991, 0

balenalib/ts4900-alpine-node, "2022-07-25T21:27:13.348937Z", 138806, 0

balenalib/iot2000-python, "2021-04-20T18:25:03.138093Z", 138668, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-green-ubuntu-python, "2023-07-02T02:45:11.261521Z", 138551, 0

balenalib/odroid-c1-node, "2022-07-21T21:38:26.965668Z", 138447, 0

balenalib/up-core-debian-node, "2023-08-03T21:07:47.269084Z", 138557, 0

vmware/govc, "2023-08-04T03:16:12.125868Z", 138885, 0

balenalib/up-board-fedora-node, "2023-08-03T19:43:49.800863Z", 138696, 0

balenalib/spacely-tx2-debian-node, "2023-08-04T02:13:26.164173Z", 137658, 0

balenalib/armv7hf-python, "2023-06-27T08:00:56.716503Z", 137174, 0

balenalib/aarch64-alpine-golang, "2023-08-03T23:15:07.669024Z", 137281, 0

datadog/lambda-extension, "2023-07-17T18:33:29.979328Z", 139250, 0

balenalib/artik710-debian-python, "2023-08-04T02:14:44.992434Z", 136886, 0

pachyderm/mount-server, "2023-08-04T10:00:47.188767Z", 142263, 0

bitnami/kiam, "2023-08-03T14:22:10.176909Z", 136616, 0
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balenalib/jetson-tx1-fedora-python, "2023-07-16T17:32:49.360973Z", 135158, 0

balenalib/aarch64-fedora-node, "2023-06-05T20:57:35.209615Z", 134878, 0

balenalib/up-squared-alpine-node, "2023-08-03T21:06:09.164736Z", 137087, 0

mongodb/mongodb-community-server, "2023-08-04T08:55:49.393101Z", 141687, 0

rancher/docs, "2023-08-02T21:17:10.92433Z", 134122, 0

balenalib/raspberry-pi2-node, "2023-07-02T08:24:44.268546Z", 134091, 0

balenalib/armv7hf-alpine-openjdk, "2023-06-16T23:36:09.346095Z", 133610, 0

balenalib/up-core-plus-debian-node, "2023-08-03T21:07:50.223458Z", 133653, 0

docker/cruise-user-shell, "2018-04-16T18:57:49.374318Z", 133197, 0

balenalib/aarch64-python, "2023-08-04T01:08:01.892503Z", 133583, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi4-64-fedora-python, "2023-06-07T06:11:30.689438Z", 133029, 0

balenalib/cybertan-ze250-python, "2021-04-20T18:25:06.845669Z", 133005, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-alpine-python, "2023-06-26T14:58:03.871136Z", 132953, 0

balenalib/odroid-xu4-node, "2023-06-28T06:03:51.116943Z", 132944, 0

grafana/kubernetes-diff-logger, "2021-08-09T17:26:37.043087Z", 133327, 0

balenalib/amd64-debian-golang, "2023-08-03T19:34:17.951276Z", 133260, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-alpine-python, "2023-08-04T00:53:46.910162Z", 133097, 0

objectscale/objectscale-inventory, "2023-05-05T18:33:11.469665Z", 132512, 0

balenalib/up-squared-debian-node, "2023-08-03T21:07:53.287127Z", 132297, 0

rancher/mirrored-longhornio-backing-image-manager, "2023-07-26T20:56:33.732438Z", 132811, 0

balenalib/hummingboard-alpine-python, "2023-06-26T14:58:01.346996Z", 131345, 0

onlyoffice/4testing-documentserver, "2023-08-04T02:57:47.871281Z", 131440, 0

balenalib/intel-edison-ubuntu-python, "2021-09-22T16:36:39.367818Z", 131280, 0

bitnamicharts/rabbitmq, "2023-07-26T14:30:00.787569Z", 140142, 0

balenalib/up-squared-node, "2023-08-03T21:07:54.66842Z", 131443, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-alpine-openjdk, "2023-06-26T23:43:34.189925Z", 131012, 0

kasmweb/core-cuda-focal, "2023-08-04T05:12:54.694643Z", 145192, 0

rancher/longhorn-manager-test, "2019-06-26T01:59:19.879099Z", 130900, 0

balenalib/orangepi-plus2-node, "2023-06-28T06:03:10.407001Z", 130829, 0

objectscale/objectscale-capacity, "2023-05-05T18:34:10.2297Z", 131155, 0

redislabs/ng-redis-raft, "2023-04-07T14:15:45.430234Z", 130700, 0

rancher/hardened-ib-sriov-cni, "2023-06-07T23:21:30.638014Z", 131661, 0

balenalib/up-core-node, "2023-08-03T21:07:48.73113Z", 130844, 0

docker/ucp-istio-mixer, "2020-06-26T16:49:37.727873Z", 130540, 0

bitnami/dotnet, "2023-08-03T09:19:43.708522Z", 130645, 0

greenbone/notus-scanner, "2023-06-09T04:54:12.374649Z", 132517, 0

rancher/os-zfs, "2021-02-05T18:01:52.285312Z", 130322, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-alpine-openjdk, "2023-08-03T19:53:18.138812Z", 133008, 0

newrelic/newrelic-fluentd-docker, "2020-03-20T14:48:13.164413Z", 130264, 0

snyk/container-registry-agent, "2023-08-04T09:20:09.380359Z", 131697, 0

balenalib/imx7-var-som-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-05T02:19:50.349247Z", 130137, 0

balenalib/generic-armv7ahf-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-05T02:19:25.533366Z", 130063, 0

rancher/hardened-sriov-network-config-daemon, "2023-06-07T23:23:54.598647Z", 131023, 0

mattermost/mattermost-cloud, "2023-08-03T14:01:26.772209Z", 130674, 0

balenalib/zynq-xz702-alpine-node, "2022-07-25T21:26:11.710031Z", 129831, 0

balenalib/imx6ul-var-dart-node, "2023-06-28T06:03:32.682827Z", 129790, 0

pingidentity/pingdirectoryproxy, "2023-08-03T08:13:00.164819Z", 131390, 0

balenalib/surface-pro-6-debian-node, "2023-08-03T21:07:56.335271Z", 129852, 0

balenalib/aarch64-alpine-openjdk, "2023-08-03T23:09:45.339209Z", 129907, 0

balenalib/spacely-tx2-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-16T21:50:48.122571Z", 129257, 0

rancher/hardened-sriov-network-operator, "2023-06-07T23:23:48.257318Z", 130184, 0

rancher/hardened-sriov-cni, "2023-06-07T23:21:56.609306Z", 130108, 0

balenalib/artik533s-alpine-openjdk, "2022-08-04T08:42:39.786252Z", 129021, 0

balenalib/up-core-plus-node, "2023-08-03T21:07:51.69365Z", 129254, 0

rapidfort/postgresql-official, "2023-07-29T03:56:23.31325Z", 129421, 0

balenalib/generic-aarch64-node, "2023-08-04T02:12:38.008014Z", 128732, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-64-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-16T21:49:35.912154Z", 128556, 0

docker/ip-util-check, "2018-11-06T19:32:01.744856Z", 128638, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-python, "2023-08-04T01:26:58.597146Z", 128723, 0

rancher/hardened-sriov-network-webhook, "2023-06-07T23:23:59.116313Z", 129144, 0

kasmweb/opensuse-15-desktop, "2023-08-04T08:58:58.749344Z", 129278, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-green-wifi-alpine-openjdk, "2023-06-28T02:29:15.170802Z", 127789, 0

airbyte/destination-bigquery-denormalized, "2023-07-15T16:35:47.062821Z", 132712, 0
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rancher/hardened-sriov-network-device-plugin, "2023-06-07T23:49:11.60659Z", 128610, 0

balenalib/generic-aarch64-debian-node, "2023-08-04T02:12:37.4228Z", 127716, 0

airbyte/source-bing-ads, "2023-06-23T05:22:49.479897Z", 128661, 0

airbyte/source-zendesk-support, "2023-08-03T12:12:17.07816Z", 130124, 0

balenalib/nitrogen6x-node, "2022-07-21T21:38:50.622852Z", 126918, 0

balenalib/up-core-fedora-python, "2023-07-27T19:47:40.044199Z", 126876, 0

balenalib/surface-pro-6-node, "2023-08-03T21:07:57.876085Z", 127085, 0

rancher/hardened-sriov-network-resources-injector, "2023-06-07T23:49:36.361567Z", 127732, 0

netdata/static-builder, "2023-08-04T00:37:09.089321Z", 128902, 0

rancher/harvester-csi-driver, "2023-05-30T03:47:16.793862Z", 127398, 0

balenalib/generic-armv7ahf-alpine-python, "2023-06-26T14:57:30.551356Z", 126252, 0

balenalib/surface-pro-6-fedora-python, "2023-07-27T19:47:46.468391Z", 126246, 0

greenbone/gvmd, "2023-08-03T13:32:41.899447Z", 128669, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx1-ubuntu-python, "2023-06-26T18:01:29.6164Z", 126130, 0

balenalib/imx6ul-var-dart-fedora-python, "2023-01-21T12:15:49.246203Z", 126011, 0

balenalib/colibri-imx6dl-alpine-python, "2022-07-20T16:08:55.731036Z", 125910, 0

balenalib/orangepi-plus2-debian-node, "2023-06-28T06:03:06.480659Z", 125437, 0

balenalib/kitra520-ubuntu-golang, "2022-08-04T01:10:00.941147Z", 125398, 0

greenbone/redis-server, "2023-07-30T00:11:52.425387Z", 128099, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-black-ubuntu-python, "2023-07-02T02:45:03.51252Z", 125235, 0

balenalib/rpi-alpine-node, "2023-05-23T03:21:10.541875Z", 124979, 0

balenalib/up-core-plus-fedora-python, "2023-07-27T19:47:41.064032Z", 124759, 0

rancher/swarm-agent, "2016-07-13T23:57:25.020905Z", 124641, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-black-debian-python, "2023-07-11T09:37:07.513742Z", 124605, 0

bitnami/dex, "2023-08-03T08:48:31.155926Z", 126148, 0

balenalib/am571x-evm-alpine-python, "2022-07-20T16:08:16.760043Z", 124444, 0

kasmweb/oracle-8-desktop, "2023-08-04T09:04:19.253794Z", 125466, 0

balenalib/qemux86-64-alpine-golang, "2023-08-03T20:04:39.877526Z", 124999, 0

balenalib/up-squared-fedora-python, "2023-07-27T19:47:45.361299Z", 124261, 0

bitnami/prometheus-rsocket-proxy, "2023-08-04T05:55:13.962104Z", 125096, 0

percona/percona-xtrabackup, "2023-07-19T07:00:16.767032Z", 124812, 0

balenalib/amd64-alpine-openjdk, "2023-08-03T19:09:35.475407Z", 125804, 0

balenalib/artik530-python, "2022-07-25T00:35:21.464063Z", 123944, 0

balenalib/rpi-node, "2023-07-15T19:56:06.762484Z", 123591, 0

balenalib/colibri-imx6dl-ubuntu-node, "2022-08-03T20:24:11.163177Z", 123398, 0

newrelic/k8s-nri-mysql, "2019-11-25T22:32:20.810135Z", 123294, 0

calcom/cal.com, "2023-08-04T04:19:55.599649Z", 132311, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-pocket-alpine-python, "2023-06-28T03:00:04.828415Z", 122893, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-s-debian-golang, "2023-07-09T08:32:04.420662Z", 122873, 0

rancher/dind, "2016-03-22T07:14:54.328856Z", 123137, 0

kong/kumactl, "2023-08-04T12:02:31.815657Z", 124185, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-64-node, "2023-08-04T02:12:59.842315Z", 123726, 0

astronomerinc/ap-db-bootstrapper, "2023-07-30T00:07:21.203324Z", 122666, 0

balenalib/intel-edison-debian-golang, "2023-07-06T20:34:29.213698Z", 122628, 0

greenbone/mqtt-broker, "2023-07-30T00:06:13.829962Z", 125270, 0

objectscale/secondary-scheduler-operator, "2023-05-05T17:49:22.088187Z", 122478, 0

rancher/alertmanager-helper, "2018-02-13T18:22:02.622366Z", 122477, 0

rancher/hadoop-base, "2015-11-16T21:50:42.043966Z", 122189, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-alpine, "2023-06-21T14:22:42.494148Z", 122366, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-pocket-ubuntu-python, "2023-07-02T02:45:12.49442Z", 122010, 0

rancher/os-rescue, "2016-06-15T22:33:25.705855Z", 121971, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-debian-golang, "2023-08-03T20:48:21.631781Z", 122487, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-debian-golang, "2023-07-09T08:32:07.981077Z", 121877, 0

balenalib/stem-x86-32-python, "2023-07-23T06:32:47.898995Z", 121806, 0

balenalib/armv7hf-debian-golang, "2023-06-27T03:02:12.909433Z", 121747, 0

rancher/os-cloudinit, "2016-11-12T02:16:04.274069Z", 121705, 0

rancher/cowsay, "2020-07-29T05:02:24.491726Z", 121651, 0

pingidentity/pingauthorizepap, "2023-08-03T08:12:43.944533Z", 122793, 0

rancher/os-preload, "2016-11-12T02:18:03.386886Z", 121375, 0

balenalib/fincm3-fedora-python, "2023-02-24T09:28:16.386252Z", 121278, 0

rancher/os-udev, "2016-11-12T02:19:38.256145Z", 121186, 0

balenalib/var-som-mx6-debian-node, "2023-06-28T06:02:58.234826Z", 121121, 0

balenalib/cybertan-ze250-debian-python, "2021-04-20T18:25:05.464885Z", 120841, 0
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balenalib/beaglebone-green-wifi-python, "2023-07-11T09:37:22.503258Z", 120584, 0

balenalib/surface-pro-6-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-28T15:20:07.469515Z", 120354, 0

newrelic/k8s-nri-apache, "2019-12-10T17:00:36.267794Z", 120222, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-pocket-alpine-golang, "2023-07-02T14:57:21.233462Z", 120136, 0

newrelic/k8s-nri-redis, "2020-01-17T13:08:10.090678Z", 120003, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi4-64-fedora-node, "2023-06-07T07:52:39.70568Z", 119713, 0

rancher/os-autoformat, "2016-11-12T02:17:24.929344Z", 119658, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-green-ubuntu-golang, "2023-07-02T03:01:02.723845Z", 119507, 0

balenalib/revpi-core-3-alpine-golang, "2023-07-04T21:18:03.055106Z", 119456, 0

objectscale/management-gateway, "2023-05-05T18:01:54.566781Z", 119420, 0

newrelic/nri-statsd-alpha, "2020-04-23T12:53:34.663441Z", 119409, 0

balenalib/revpi-core-3-alpine-openjdk, "2023-06-26T23:43:31.795689Z", 119251, 0

balenalib/stem-x86-32-debian-python, "2023-07-23T06:32:46.49619Z", 119227, 0

balenalib/up-squared-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-28T15:20:05.800426Z", 119193, 0

daggerio/ci-test, "2023-08-04T08:50:03.568697Z", 119197, 0

balenalib/up-core-fedora-node, "2023-07-27T21:48:14.040109Z", 119155, 0

kong/go-echo, "2023-04-21T12:18:01.688556Z", 122304, 0

jetbrains/qodana-php, "2023-07-20T08:02:06.942599Z", 121038, 0

objectscale/fabric-proxy, "2023-05-05T17:57:50.745666Z", 118856, 0

balenalib/iot2000-debian-python, "2021-04-20T18:25:04.181998Z", 118646, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-ubuntu, "2023-07-28T08:31:38.090975Z", 119461, 0

lacework/lacework-proxy-scanner, "2023-06-22T19:28:29.582002Z", 118571, 0

balenalib/artik5-debian-golang, "2022-07-22T13:19:36.535786Z", 118158, 0

balenalib/am571x-evm-debian-python, "2022-07-23T19:40:03.46609Z", 118091, 0

balenalib/surface-pro-6-fedora-node, "2023-07-27T21:48:22.360213Z", 117891, 0

balenalib/bananapi-m1-plus-python, "2023-06-30T13:14:07.565952Z", 117860, 0

airbyte/source-intercom, "2023-05-29T18:49:25.627438Z", 119710, 0

mirantis/ucp-nvidia-gpu-feature-discovery, "2023-07-13T15:45:07.17658Z", 118031, 0

balenalib/qemux86-64-fedora-node, "2023-07-27T21:48:23.781502Z", 117662, 0

balenalib/intel-edison-ubuntu-node, "2021-09-21T06:56:08.106317Z", 117584, 0

balenalib/odroid-xu4-alpine-python, "2023-06-26T14:57:58.728143Z", 117554, 0

kasmweb/vivaldi, "2023-08-04T07:35:14.844026Z", 120386, 0

balenalib/amd64-fedora-node, "2023-08-03T19:28:38.825977Z", 118239, 0

balenalib/revpi-core-3-debian-node, "2023-07-02T08:24:54.403638Z", 117228, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-alpine-golang, "2023-08-03T23:44:05.634507Z", 117471, 0

balenalib/raspberry-pi2-alpine-openjdk, "2023-06-26T23:43:32.794843Z", 117100, 0

rancher/os-selinuxtools, "2021-02-05T17:59:14.768766Z", 117099, 0

balenalib/up-squared-fedora-node, "2023-07-27T21:48:16.808787Z", 117050, 0

rancher/os-state, "2016-06-15T22:32:45.579618Z", 116742, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-golang, "2023-08-03T20:48:22.177439Z", 117642, 0

balenalib/artik533s-debian-golang, "2022-07-22T13:21:28.63632Z", 116534, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-04T11:29:52.59538Z", 116383, 0

rancher/harvester-cloud-provider, "2023-06-14T08:06:09.336574Z", 116974, 0

balenalib/up-board-debian-golang, "2023-07-16T09:10:53.159075Z", 116242, 0

redislabs/olm-bundle, "2023-08-01T12:01:29.151993Z", 116229, 0

balenalib/rpi-debian-node, "2023-07-15T19:56:04.63794Z", 116131, 0

balenalib/intel-edison-golang, "2023-07-06T20:34:31.640778Z", 116058, 0

balenalib/generic-aarch64-python, "2023-08-04T02:15:18.417129Z", 116085, 0

balena/open-balena-haproxy, "2023-06-28T16:14:13.28496Z", 116634, 0

rancher/os-ntp, "2016-06-15T22:32:30.105834Z", 116006, 0

balenalib/up-core-plus-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-28T15:20:04.269609Z", 115978, 0

balenalib/aarch64-alpine, "2023-08-03T22:46:09.611655Z", 117236, 0

airbyte/source-postgres-strict-encrypt, "2023-08-03T23:24:24.655288Z", 120750, 0

astronomerinc/ap-elasticsearch, "2023-07-25T04:11:01.319505Z", 115759, 0

greenbone/pg-gvm, "2023-07-26T09:25:18.66133Z", 118286, 0

balena/balena-mdns-publisher, "2023-07-10T17:17:43.209543Z", 115934, 0

rancher/vm-rancheros, "2018-11-27T00:38:32.523396Z", 115497, 0

rancher/os-network, "2016-06-15T22:32:20.58063Z", 115489, 0

bitnami/google-cloud-sdk, "2023-08-02T00:12:36.381607Z", 116217, 0

balenalib/aarch64-ubuntu-python, "2023-07-13T14:58:47.025443Z", 115216, 0

balenalib/amd64-fedora-openjdk, "2023-08-03T19:19:06.99544Z", 115484, 0

rancher/docker, "2017-09-01T06:04:30.511229Z", 115096, 0

balenalib/up-core-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-28T15:20:02.816164Z", 115075, 0
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balenalib/raspberrypi3-golang, "2023-06-27T12:46:33.25228Z", 114879, 0

kasmweb/kasm-guac, "2023-08-02T03:50:13.27259Z", 117323, 0

balenalib/var-som-mx6-node, "2023-06-28T06:03:04.92042Z", 114759, 0

balenalib/up-core-plus-fedora-node, "2023-07-27T21:48:15.429441Z", 114560, 0

balenalib/qemux86-debian-python, "2023-07-23T06:32:36.601842Z", 114399, 0

balenalib/am571x-evm-golang, "2022-07-29T13:08:23.656268Z", 114376, 0

balenalib/raspberry-pi-alpine-golang, "2023-07-05T18:38:39.136908Z", 114414, 0

balenalib/raspberry-pi2-alpine-golang, "2023-07-04T21:18:04.507444Z", 114196, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-s-golang, "2023-07-09T08:32:06.220282Z", 114042, 0

balenalib/nanopi-neo-air-alpine-python, "2023-06-26T14:57:48.534492Z", 113795, 0

balenalib/surface-go-debian-node, "2023-08-03T21:07:44.331684Z", 113946, 0

balenalib/parallella-alpine-openjdk, "2023-06-26T13:34:48.607402Z", 113478, 0

intel/oneapi-basekit, "2023-08-01T19:11:55.245733Z", 114393, 0

balenalib/am571x-evm-alpine-golang, "2022-07-27T08:43:52.691048Z", 113204, 0

balenalib/hummingboard-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-05T02:20:06.194563Z", 112844, 0

balenalib/up-board-debian-python, "2023-07-30T18:26:55.826653Z", 113382, 0

balenalib/kitra710-fedora-python, "2023-07-16T17:33:23.542569Z", 112719, 0

balenalib/cl-som-imx8-alpine-node, "2023-08-04T02:16:15.751914Z", 112751, 0

rancher/storage-rbd, "2018-07-09T18:06:30.461236Z", 112539, 0

balenalib/armv7hf-ubuntu-golang, "2023-06-22T11:15:15.448678Z", 112489, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx1-alpine-python, "2023-07-15T19:40:17.391691Z", 112397, 0

balena/amd64-supervisor, "2022-04-26T22:31:50.042508Z", 112369, 0

balenalib/i386-alpine-golang, "2023-07-18T21:13:42.925816Z", 112293, 0

docker/proxyv2, "2019-04-12T18:32:19.445312Z", 112250, 0

balenalib/intel-nuc-fedora-golang, "2023-07-27T20:16:54.927821Z", 112027, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-green-alpine-openjdk, "2023-06-28T02:29:16.19859Z", 112008, 0

appdynamics/appdynamics-cloud-operator, "2023-07-26T07:50:40.045331Z", 113961, 0

okteto/api, "2020-03-27T10:15:00.002542Z", 111945, 0

balenalib/kitra710-debian-node, "2023-08-04T02:13:23.337291Z", 111940, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-fedora-python, "2023-01-21T12:15:59.295576Z", 111764, 0

balenalib/bananapi-m1-plus-debian-python, "2023-06-30T13:14:06.33705Z", 111674, 0

pingidentity/pingauthorize, "2023-08-03T08:13:48.367724Z", 112903, 0

intel/oneapi-hpckit, "2023-08-01T19:08:23.927119Z", 112833, 0

balenalib/var-som-mx6-alpine-python, "2023-06-26T14:57:51.082029Z", 111341, 0

balenalib/intel-edison-ubuntu-golang, "2023-07-14T03:43:07.296459Z", 111280, 0

balenalib/spacely-tx2-alpine-python, "2023-08-04T02:16:01.676663Z", 111355, 0

pachyderm/iris-infer, "2017-07-19T14:21:26.650281Z", 110879, 0

mirantis/ucp-kube-ingress-controller, "2023-07-13T15:45:02.627668Z", 112298, 0

rancher/opni-preprocessing-service, "2023-08-03T02:34:23.838258Z", 110820, 0

vmware/nginx, "2017-04-07T07:05:54.138804Z", 110801, 0

balenalib/artik533s-golang, "2022-07-22T13:21:30.99993Z", 110560, 0

bitnamicharts/clickhouse, "2023-08-03T17:02:58.541307Z", 120766, 0

vmware/dispatch-service-manager, "2018-07-04T00:15:06.584347Z", 110506, 0

astronomerinc/ap-base, "2023-08-03T18:11:26.844916Z", 110439, 0

google/apigee-synchronizer, "2022-04-21T23:59:43.376176Z", 110225, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-black-alpine-openjdk, "2023-06-28T02:29:12.304416Z", 110194, 0

balenalib/fincm3-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-04T11:29:49.949407Z", 109917, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi4-64-alpine-python, "2023-08-04T02:15:02.311245Z", 110063, 0

balenalib/stem-x86-32-debian-golang, "2023-07-23T06:26:44.070451Z", 109695, 0

balenalib/spacely-tx2-fedora-python, "2023-07-16T17:33:28.648112Z", 109552, 0

rapidfort/redis-cluster, "2023-07-07T16:45:22.495573Z", 110676, 0

balenalib/imx6ul-var-dart-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-05T02:19:57.161254Z", 109498, 0

balenalib/orangepi-plus2-alpine-python, "2023-06-26T14:57:52.378318Z", 109448, 0

balenalib/hummingboard-golang, "2023-07-09T08:32:02.603738Z", 109223, 0

balenalib/imx8m-var-dart-alpine-node, "2023-08-04T02:16:17.348499Z", 108847, 0

balenalib/fincm3-debian-python, "2023-06-27T16:08:15.254577Z", 108718, 0

docker/ucp-nvidia-device-plugin, "2020-06-26T16:49:53.535757Z", 108651, 0

balenalib/apalis-imx6q-fedora-golang, "2022-08-04T18:19:28.399958Z", 108535, 0

kumahq/kumactl, "2023-08-04T11:33:29.223245Z", 110093, 0

balenalib/surface-go-alpine-node, "2023-08-03T21:06:07.011858Z", 110827, 0

docker/ucp-containerd-shim-process, "2020-06-26T16:49:16.249595Z", 108203, 0

google/apigee-cassandra-backup-utility, "2022-05-28T01:05:32.211626Z", 108148, 0

balenalib/generic-aarch64-fedora-python, "2023-07-16T17:32:54.330049Z", 108102, 0
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balenalib/generic-aarch64-ubuntu-python, "2023-06-09T06:11:14.806708Z", 108011, 0

balenalib/ts4900-debian-node, "2022-07-21T21:38:55.440106Z", 107900, 0

balenalib/up-board-python, "2023-07-30T18:26:53.837149Z", 108359, 0

balenalib/imx7-var-som-golang, "2023-07-09T08:31:34.013143Z", 107643, 0

balenalib/qemux86-64-debian-python, "2023-08-03T21:07:28.712436Z", 107949, 0

balenalib/zynq-xz702-debian-node, "2022-07-21T21:38:15.033008Z", 107525, 0

sysdig/sysdig-bot, "2019-01-22T00:55:26.035829Z", 107506, 0

balenalib/kitra710-alpine-python, "2023-08-04T02:15:56.320077Z", 107585, 0

balenalib/surface-go-fedora-python, "2023-07-27T19:47:39.082257Z", 107436, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-64-alpine-python, "2023-08-04T02:15:08.646129Z", 107618, 0

balenalib/revpi-core-3-node, "2023-07-02T08:24:56.004265Z", 107250, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-pocket-fedora-python, "2023-01-09T20:12:30.537229Z", 107240, 0

balenalib/artik710-node, "2023-08-04T02:13:21.753197Z", 107323, 0

rancher/nginx-conf, "2015-10-17T06:23:41.29209Z", 107089, 0

balenalib/srd3-tx2-alpine-node, "2023-08-04T02:16:06.561522Z", 107188, 0

airbyte/destination-e2e-test, "2023-05-15T21:08:24.571114Z", 107713, 0

balenalib/aarch64-debian, "2023-08-03T23:12:22.880901Z", 107223, 0

balenalib/qemux86-64-python, "2023-08-03T21:07:30.662027Z", 107195, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-s-debian-python, "2023-06-30T13:14:19.278276Z", 106897, 0

balenalib/var-som-mx6-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-05T02:19:52.741614Z", 106838, 0

balenalib/via-vab820-quad-node, "2022-07-21T21:38:20.340845Z", 106669, 0

airbyte/source-jira, "2023-06-07T19:46:55.57468Z", 108664, 0

bitnami/rmq-default-credential-updater, "2023-07-26T07:12:46.309341Z", 110003, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-green-fedora-python, "2023-01-09T20:12:22.618694Z", 106547, 0

balenalib/surface-go-node, "2023-08-03T21:07:45.695577Z", 106840, 0

balenalib/aarch64-golang, "2023-08-04T00:26:33.102572Z", 107023, 0

airbyte/source-github, "2023-08-03T12:18:12.6468Z", 108448, 0

balenalib/fincm3-python, "2023-06-27T16:08:24.931293Z", 106286, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-pocket-debian-golang, "2023-07-08T00:25:03.904961Z", 106209, 0

greenbone/gvm-tools, "2023-08-01T11:45:35.444405Z", 108836, 0

bitnami/grafana-tempo-query, "2023-08-03T21:21:13.27138Z", 107035, 0

balenalib/amd64-debian, "2023-08-03T18:50:08.049409Z", 106285, 0

rancher/mirrored-thanos-thanos, "2022-09-29T17:59:05.311362Z", 106786, 0

okteto/golang-ci, "2023-06-15T08:00:35.050259Z", 106610, 0

balenalib/stem-x86-32-alpine-golang, "2023-06-29T15:16:54.367387Z", 105851, 0

balenalib/up-board-alpine-openjdk, "2023-08-03T19:10:52.610792Z", 107425, 0

balenalib/ts4900-node, "2022-07-21T21:38:57.206008Z", 105660, 0

balenalib/generic-aarch64-debian-python, "2023-08-04T02:15:16.271391Z", 105702, 0

balenalib/intel-edison-alpine-openjdk, "2023-07-09T06:06:44.898452Z", 105629, 0

balenalib/colibri-imx6dl-alpine-golang, "2022-07-27T08:43:54.806007Z", 105391, 0

rancher/mirrored-grafana-grafana-image-renderer, "2021-06-28T18:46:04.451796Z", 105667, 0

balenalib/orangepi-plus2-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-05T02:19:54.911595Z", 105094, 0

balenalib/up-board-golang, "2023-07-16T09:10:54.870671Z", 105062, 0

docker/transfused, "2023-02-10T10:00:47.483431Z", 105555, 0

balenalib/stem-x86-32-golang, "2023-07-23T06:26:45.481759Z", 104935, 0

rancher/crictl, "2020-08-31T17:58:10.521512Z", 104947, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-fedora-python, "2023-02-24T09:28:07.829528Z", 104841, 0

balenalib/orange-pi-one-alpine-node, "2023-07-04T22:49:34.73839Z", 104781, 0

balenalib/generic-armv7ahf-alpine-golang, "2023-07-07T06:15:14.621255Z", 104726, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-s-python, "2023-06-30T13:14:22.678357Z", 104610, 0

balenalib/raspberry-pi-golang, "2023-07-05T06:51:51.863757Z", 104592, 0

couchbase/exporter, "2023-04-28T00:26:16.067908Z", 105183, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx1-fedora-node, "2023-07-16T17:33:20.351753Z", 104078, 0

balenalib/kitra520-golang, "2022-07-22T13:21:03.932359Z", 104073, 0

balenalib/bananapi-m1-plus-golang, "2023-07-09T08:31:50.575029Z", 104044, 0

airbyte/source-google-analytics-v4, "2023-07-19T19:05:54.894592Z", 106876, 0

balenalib/kitra710-node, "2023-08-04T02:13:23.980572Z", 103945, 0

balenalib/am571x-evm-python, "2022-07-23T19:40:05.835317Z", 103558, 0

balenalib/rpi-alpine-python, "2023-06-28T11:09:43.078404Z", 103532, 0

balenalib/armv7hf-fedora-python, "2022-12-10T14:12:54.176395Z", 103497, 0

balenalib/surface-pro-6-alpine-python, "2023-08-03T21:06:48.252013Z", 105088, 0

balenalib/qemux86-debian-golang, "2023-07-23T06:26:33.854878Z", 103471, 0

grafana/agent-build-image, "2023-07-12T15:31:56.89612Z", 107014, 0
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balenalib/artik710-alpine-golang, "2023-08-04T02:15:09.502331Z", 103614, 0

balenalib/generic-armv7ahf-debian-golang, "2023-07-09T08:30:46.390711Z", 103292, 0

balenalib/artik710-fedora-golang, "2023-06-08T20:01:40.888999Z", 103283, 0

balenalib/kitra710-alpine-golang, "2023-08-04T02:15:10.373958Z", 103557, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-ubuntu-python, "2023-06-11T03:30:50.477493Z", 103256, 0

pachyderm/opencv, "2023-04-26T19:34:05.594527Z", 104196, 0

balenalib/generic-armv7ahf-debian-python, "2023-06-30T13:13:14.809597Z", 103001, 0

balenalib/kitra520-debian-python, "2022-07-25T00:36:42.993921Z", 102957, 0

balenalib/i386-debian-golang, "2023-07-27T03:10:40.215235Z", 102885, 0

balena/open-balena-s3, "2023-08-02T23:22:47.7879Z", 103344, 0

balenalib/via-vab820-quad-debian-node, "2022-07-21T21:38:18.551345Z", 102820, 0

balenalib/parallella-alpine-python, "2023-06-26T14:58:00.161921Z", 102675, 0

balenalib/qemux86-64-alpine-openjdk, "2023-08-03T19:53:23.882987Z", 105274, 0

balenalib/qemux86-python, "2023-07-23T06:32:37.884873Z", 102583, 0

balenalib/qemux86-64-golang, "2023-08-03T20:48:36.474279Z", 103149, 0

rancher/longhornio-csi-snapshotter, "2022-05-03T13:54:20.480016Z", 102699, 0

balenalib/artik530-golang, "2022-07-22T13:22:42.901805Z", 102328, 0

balenalib/revpi-core-3-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-04T11:29:50.862683Z", 102280, 0

balenalib/qemux86-64-debian-golang, "2023-08-03T20:48:35.53075Z", 102732, 0

balenalib/am571x-evm-debian-golang, "2022-07-29T13:08:19.581655Z", 102148, 0

intel/observability-telegraf, "2022-11-29T17:06:46.490932Z", 102339, 0

balenalib/qemux86-golang, "2023-07-23T06:26:35.567971Z", 102009, 0

balenalib/parallella-debian-node, "2023-06-28T06:04:02.627458Z", 101883, 0

balenalib/orbitty-tx2-fedora-python, "2023-07-16T17:33:25.375238Z", 101882, 0

balenalib/qemux86-alpine-golang, "2023-06-29T15:16:52.778394Z", 101830, 0

balenalib/kitra520-debian-golang, "2022-07-22T13:21:02.350899Z", 101700, 0

grafana/drone-git, "2023-01-12T18:53:51.544508Z", 104902, 0

balenalib/nitrogen6xq2g-alpine-node, "2023-07-04T22:49:33.480747Z", 101576, 0

sysdig/sysdig-inspect, "2023-06-22T15:24:08.604455Z", 101494, 0

docker/dev-environments-javascript, "2022-09-23T15:59:02.449666Z", 102205, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-alpine-golang, "2023-07-07T06:15:47.863279Z", 101423, 0

balenalib/bananapi-m1-plus-fedora-python, "2023-01-21T12:15:50.82391Z", 101367, 0

balenalib/kitra520-alpine-openjdk, "2022-08-04T08:40:17.904547Z", 101365, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-debian-python, "2023-08-04T01:26:56.764864Z", 101741, 0

balenalib/spacely-tx2-node, "2023-08-04T02:13:26.803199Z", 101348, 0

balenalib/amd64-alpine, "2023-08-03T18:50:30.944029Z", 102982, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-ubuntu-python, "2023-07-16T01:08:36.389111Z", 101154, 0

balenalib/npe-x500-m3-alpine-node, "2023-07-04T22:49:23.852004Z", 101106, 0

balenalib/artik710-fedora-node, "2023-07-16T17:33:35.510593Z", 101065, 0

balenalib/beagleboard-xm-alpine-node, "2023-06-28T00:47:41.829981Z", 101043, 0

balenalib/up-board-fedora-golang, "2023-08-03T19:35:24.338783Z", 101484, 0

balenalib/artik530-debian-golang, "2022-07-22T13:22:27.704243Z", 100974, 0

balenalib/bananapi-m1-plus-alpine-openjdk, "2023-06-26T13:34:44.698161Z", 100823, 0

balenalib/parallella-node, "2023-06-28T06:04:04.396929Z", 100812, 0

balenalib/odroid-c1-alpine-python, "2022-07-20T16:11:02.718897Z", 100742, 0

balenalib/colibri-imx6dl-debian-python, "2022-07-23T19:40:08.263674Z", 100726, 0

balenalib/zynq-xz702-node, "2022-07-21T21:38:16.807064Z", 100694, 0

balenalib/orange-pi-zero-alpine-node, "2023-07-04T22:49:36.014955Z", 100657, 0

balenalib/up-core-alpine-python, "2023-08-03T21:06:43.41695Z", 102146, 0

balenalib/stem-x86-32-alpine-node, "2023-07-15T14:25:10.109906Z", 100518, 0

rancher/mirrored-kube-rbac-proxy, "2021-02-22T19:38:04.222592Z", 100672, 0

rancher/istio-1.5-migration, "2020-07-09T21:19:06.516731Z", 100603, 0

balenalib/rpi-debian-python, "2023-07-09T16:35:21.357245Z", 100365, 0

balenalib/artik710-fedora-openjdk, "2023-06-08T17:29:31.909531Z", 100321, 0

balenalib/colibri-imx6dl-debian-golang, "2022-07-29T13:08:25.63604Z", 100145, 0

balenalib/artik10-golang, "2022-07-22T13:21:00.641177Z", 100091, 0

balenalib/aarch64-debian-golang, "2023-08-04T00:26:30.987772Z", 100665, 0

lacework/lacework-cli, "2023-07-13T13:28:28.703476Z", 100134, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-golang, "2023-07-09T08:32:11.007711Z", 99949, 0

bitnami/wavefront-kubernetes-collector, "2023-05-21T17:55:45.210265Z", 100417, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx1-python, "2023-07-13T10:52:27.300854Z", 99872, 0

rancher/mesos-slave, "2016-12-30T23:26:10.205648Z", 100819, 0

balenalib/odroid-c1-ubuntu-node, "2022-08-03T20:25:57.370032Z", 99407, 0
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bitnami/kubeapps-pinniped-proxy, "2023-08-03T17:31:31.869408Z", 99961, 0

balenalib/n510-tx2-alpine-node, "2023-08-04T02:16:08.242056Z", 99392, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-s-ubuntu-python, "2023-07-16T01:08:34.116522Z", 99159, 0

balenalib/intel-edison-ubuntu-openjdk, "2023-07-17T00:18:17.589694Z", 99027, 0

balenalib/hummingboard-alpine-golang, "2023-07-07T06:15:45.335409Z", 98998, 0

balenalib/up-core-plus-alpine-python, "2023-08-03T21:06:45.092594Z", 100477, 0

balenalib/artik710-python, "2023-08-04T02:14:46.852142Z", 98895, 0

balenalib/ts4900-ubuntu-node, "2022-08-03T20:27:34.634795Z", 98778, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi3-64-python, "2023-08-04T02:13:43.148277Z", 99318, 0

balenalib/orbitty-tx2-debian-node, "2023-08-04T02:13:24.603942Z", 98895, 0

bitnami/grafana-tempo-vulture, "2023-08-03T21:15:11.698247Z", 99480, 0

balenalib/generic-aarch64-ubuntu-golang, "2023-06-08T08:17:03.651757Z", 98480, 0

rancher/zookeeper, "2016-05-23T22:06:11.906019Z", 98452, 0

atlassian/bamboo, "2023-07-26T10:31:26.010641Z", 99271, 0

rancher/heapster-influxdb-amd64, "2018-02-05T19:33:08.625966Z", 98423, 0

balenalib/surface-go-fedora-node, "2023-07-27T21:48:12.697572Z", 98213, 0

balenalib/via-vab820-quad-ubuntu-node, "2022-08-03T20:25:55.883261Z", 98056, 0

balenalib/surface-go-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-28T15:19:59.107196Z", 97964, 0

balenalib/artik710-debian-node, "2023-08-04T02:13:21.210366Z", 98119, 0

balenalib/apalis-imx6q-ubuntu-openjdk, "2022-08-03T11:35:46.352997Z", 97909, 0

balenalib/rpi-python, "2023-07-09T16:35:24.257245Z", 97893, 0

google/apigee-udca, "2022-05-28T01:04:11.606107Z", 97848, 0

balenalib/parallella-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-05T02:20:03.994546Z", 97706, 0

docker/node-agent-k8s, "2019-04-12T18:32:28.191655Z", 97698, 0

rapidfort/mysql, "2023-07-17T17:43:48.787167Z", 98648, 0

google/dart-runtime, "2022-01-05T19:08:10.508813Z", 97457, 0

balenalib/orbitty-tx2-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-16T21:50:46.868909Z", 97428, 0

rancher/kim, "2021-10-17T23:45:44.022133Z", 97344, 0

balenalib/orbitty-tx2-node, "2023-08-04T02:13:25.147617Z", 97202, 0

balenalib/raspberry-pi2-debian-node, "2023-07-02T08:24:42.280786Z", 97163, 0

balenalib/up-squared-alpine-python, "2023-08-03T21:06:46.707716Z", 98387, 0

grafana/grafana-dev-arm32v7-linux, "2020-07-01T10:13:52.533703Z", 96757, 0

balenalib/qemux86-alpine-node, "2023-07-15T14:25:08.89151Z", 96646, 0

balenalib/raspberrypi4-64-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-16T21:49:33.266034Z", 96491, 0

grafana/grafana-dev-arm64v8-linux, "2020-07-01T10:14:12.525843Z", 96402, 0

balenalib/intel-edison-node, "2023-07-27T17:07:05.533304Z", 96363, 0

balenalib/qemux86-64-ubuntu-golang, "2023-07-28T12:41:19.155681Z", 96264, 0

adobecoldfusion/coldfusion, "2023-07-20T07:00:18.365716Z", 96220, 0

bitnamicharts/nginx, "2023-07-26T03:29:56.397605Z", 103320, 0

balenalib/odroid-xu4-ubuntu-node, "2023-07-05T02:20:01.685195Z", 96050, 0

balenalib/raspberry-pi-alpine-openjdk, "2023-07-06T10:35:28.283934Z", 95964, 0

balenalib/raspberry-pi-debian-golang, "2023-07-05T06:51:47.122404Z", 95928, 0

balenalib/up-board-ubuntu-golang, "2023-07-30T19:12:37.693468Z", 96540, 0

rancher/rancher-cleanup, "2023-05-03T13:51:44.703142Z", 100195, 0

balenalib/asus-tinker-board-debian-python, "2023-06-30T13:14:24.04756Z", 95727, 0

mirantis/ucp-sf-notifier, "2023-07-13T15:45:10.233992Z", 97116, 0

airbyte/source-cockroachdb, "2023-03-22T09:57:39.344742Z", 96213, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-green-wifi-fedora-python, "2023-01-09T20:12:20.96551Z", 95610, 0

balenalib/revpi-core-3-fedora-python, "2023-02-24T09:28:17.766406Z", 95510, 0

airbyte/source-mongodb-v2, "2023-07-27T20:12:54.059664Z", 97280, 0

airbyte/connector-atelier-server, "2023-07-25T23:06:47.104519Z", 102060, 0

balenalib/nanopi-neo-air-alpine-openjdk, "2023-06-26T13:34:35.192575Z", 95120, 0

balenalib/up-board-ubuntu-python, "2023-07-28T09:16:52.542744Z", 95083, 0

balenalib/kitra520-python, "2022-07-25T00:36:47.83099Z", 95070, 0

balenalib/aarch64-fedora-golang, "2023-06-06T00:52:21.38685Z", 95038, 0

balenalib/spacely-tx2-fedora-node, "2023-07-16T17:34:04.685332Z", 95034, 0

rancher/alpine-git, "2018-04-25T06:32:45.575007Z", 95035, 0

grafana/grafana-ci-deploy, "2022-07-20T10:19:02.54978Z", 95401, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-fedora-node, "2023-07-16T17:27:10.512396Z", 94775, 0

balenalib/zynq-xz702-ubuntu-node, "2022-08-03T20:25:54.53062Z", 94712, 0

balenalib/nanopi-neo-air-alpine-golang, "2023-07-07T06:15:29.964699Z", 94702, 0

circleci/fakes3, "2016-09-07T11:47:33.361241Z", 94947, 0

rancher/os-amazonmetadata, "2021-02-05T18:00:16.884814Z", 94475, 0
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balenalib/generic-armv7ahf-python, "2023-06-30T13:13:16.126361Z", 94349, 0

balenalib/artik533s-fedora-python, "2022-08-04T08:50:32.876545Z", 94331, 0

rapidfort/redis, "2023-07-09T11:36:29.685005Z", 94981, 0

redislabs/redisgears, "2023-08-03T14:42:08.621699Z", 94688, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx2-fedora-openjdk, "2023-06-08T17:30:38.63064Z", 93967, 0

balenalib/artik710-ubuntu-python, "2023-06-09T06:10:58.427152Z", 93954, 0

balenalib/bananapi-m1-plus-ubuntu-golang, "2023-07-16T01:07:35.429472Z", 93874, 0

balenalib/generic-aarch64-fedora-node, "2023-07-16T17:33:34.131326Z", 93858, 0

balenalib/var-som-mx6-alpine-golang, "2023-07-07T06:15:35.07696Z", 93740, 0

balenalib/spacely-tx2-alpine-golang, "2023-08-04T02:15:11.952448Z", 93933, 0

balenalib/beagleboard-xm-debian-python, "2023-07-11T09:37:16.020952Z", 93597, 0

fluent/fluent-bit, "2023-07-28T12:37:56.06619Z", 8866086531, 0

newrelic/k8s-nri-cassandra, "2019-09-09T16:10:20.071583Z", 93469, 0

balenalib/beaglebone-pocket-golang, "2023-07-08T00:25:05.688649Z", 93333, 0

balenalib/surface-pro-6-alpine-golang, "2023-08-03T20:04:38.847264Z", 94063, 0

balenalib/i386-golang, "2023-07-27T03:10:41.464147Z", 93317, 0

balenalib/beagleboard-xm-python, "2023-07-11T09:37:18.216597Z", 93283, 0

balenalib/imx7-var-som-fedora-python, "2023-01-21T12:15:42.471582Z", 93272, 0

istio/proxyv2, "2023-07-25T16:33:12.368162Z", 8704622840, 0

balenalib/stem-x86-32-debian-node, "2023-07-23T06:02:19.266061Z", 92988, 0

circleci/container-agent, "2023-04-17T12:26:46.677261Z", 94211, 0

balenalib/intel-edison-debian-python, "2023-07-27T10:36:57.38027Z", 92860, 0

balenalib/odroid-xu4-alpine-golang, "2023-07-07T06:15:40.209708Z", 92799, 0

balenalib/kitra710-debian-python, "2023-08-04T02:14:48.764837Z", 92826, 0

rapidfort/nginx-ib, "2023-08-03T06:32:41.855666Z", 93217, 0

balenalib/jetson-tx1-fedora-golang, "2023-06-08T20:01:10.217648Z", 92705, 0

balenalib/kitra710-python, "2023-08-04T02:14:50.794904Z", 92396, 0

bitnami/wavefront-prometheus-storage-adapter, "2023-06-17T11:39:48.246219Z", 92830, 0

balenalib/kitra710-fedora-node, "2023-07-16T17:33:54.009928Z", 92250, 0
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